Regularity and Related Invariants in Tensor Products of Algebras Over a Field by unknown
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hAhG1 P6 ahl.u, _2;mH`Biv M/ _2Hi2/ AMp`BMib BM h2MbQ` S`Q/m+ib Q7
H;2#`b Pp2`  6B2H/
JCP_ 6A1G., Ji?2KiB+b
.h1 P6 .1:_11, T`BH kyky
Ai ?b #22M 2bi#HBb?2/- [mBi2 `2+2MiHv- i?i  i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 k@H;2#`b- B7 LQ2i?2@
`BM- Bi BM?2`Bib i?2 +QM+2Tib Q7 *Q?2M@J+mHv `BM;- :Q`2Mbi2BM `BM;- M/ +QKTH2i2
BMi2`b2+iBQM `BM;X >Qr2p2`- Bi Bb r2HH FMQrM i?i  i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 irQ 2ti2MbBQM
}2H/b Bb MQi M2+2bb`BHv `2;mH`X AM RNe8- :`Qi?2M/B2+F b?Qr2/ i?i Bi Bb- BM 7+i-
`2;mH` B7 QM2 Q7 i?2 irQ }2H/b Bb b2T`#H2 M/ }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/X
aBM+2 i?2M- KMv `iB+H2b TT2`2/ BM i?2 HBi2`im`2 72im`BM; T`iBH `2bmHib QM i?Bb
iQTB+X h?2 T`Q#H2K QM i?2 i`Mb72` Q` /272+i Q7 `2;mH`Biv BM KQ`2 ;2M2`H b2iiBM;b `2@
KBMb 2HmbBp2Hv QT2MX h?Bb Ja i?2bBb i`+Fb M/ bim/B2b bQK2 Q7 i?2b2 rQ`Fb r?B+? /2H
rBi? i?Bb T`Q#H2Kc T`2+Bb2Hv- r2 b?2/ #`B;?i2` HB;?i QM i?2 KBM `2bmHib M/ 2tKTH2b




ɎͲ͙̞Џđ ȴ̝̇ͲЏ ȴΥȓ͹Џđ ŵȴ̻Џđ Ɏϩ ˨Τ ˬ͙Ͳ̈́̈͹Џđ ɢΤđȔ̉Џđ ę ǨȌ́̈КԽԲđ ˬόđňȥЏđ ǰđȔͽϡ
ȄȌ̺λԽԲđę ŶȌ˴ϘȌΑȴЏđ ʔ̺̟̈Џđ
ҬҪҬҪ ǰȌ̯˴К ˬ˴͹Ͳ̈́Џđ ˬκňȥЏđ ɹΑňȌΥ
ę ˜˴̯̈ͽΑňȔ϶ ŢԽԲȔϺȌЖ˜ЦȔϺ ˬ͙Ͳλ ʔΐȌ̺μ ŷȴΑ ȴ̉ΑȔК ŶȌ͙Ͳλ ˜Ж ǰȌϺ đīрđ ɎͲ͙̞Џđ ȴ̝̇ͲЏ ȴΥȓ͹Џđ ŵȴ̻Џđ ˍϗȌλ ǰđ ŶȌ̇Φрđ ɡΑȴ϶ ɢ϶ę Ɏϩ ˔Υ
˔ЏȌ̈́Џđ ɢ̇Φпđ ҫҳҰү ǨȌϡ Ɏϩ ˔́̈ͽЖ ȴ̇κ ǿňęȴ̻ЏȌΤ ʉ˴Џ ˍ͙̞Џđ ˜Ж ˜ΑĪđȥ̈Ж рԽԲ ȴΥȓ͹Џđ ŵȴ̻Џđ ˍϗȌλ ǰđ ǨȔͲ̈́Ж ˨КȌϩ ʸЏī ʞЖ ȌΉͽЖ ˍ͹̈͝͹Џđ ʞϝȌ͙̈Џđ
ˍ̺͌ͲЏ ˍΤȌ϶ ę Īęȥ̞Џđ Īȥ̈́̈Ж ˜ΑĪđȥ̈Ж рԽԲđ ȥλпđ ǰȌϺ đīрđ ˔́̈ͽЖ ȴ̇κ ˍ͙̞ͲЏ ˜ΑĪđȥ̈Ж рԽԲ ȴΥȓ͹Џđ ŵȴ̻Џđ ˍϗȌλ ǰпđ ˬ͙˴͙̞Џđ Ɏϩ ʸΑȥͽ˴Φęȴ϶
ǡȌͽ͹Џđ ǿȥ˴̈́Τ ˬЖȌϡ ʚΤđȔϘ Ɏϩ ǨȌ́̈К рԽԲđ ʦͲΥ ęđ ˍ͙К ˬͲ̰͝Ж ɢЏđȵЏ ƲȔϘȔ͹Џđ đȦЦ Ɏϩ ˬ˴ΐȵκ ɷΐȌ̈К Ʃȴ̯̈́̈Υ ŶԽԲȌ͙Ж ǿȥϡ ŶȴΉϞ ˜˴̞Џđ ʸЏī ȦͽЖ
ǡȌ͙̈Кđ Ɏϩ ɎΤȌКȌΥđę ˔ЏȌ̈́Џđ ˬЏȌ͙Ж ȦͽЖ ˬϗȌμ ȌΉΥпȌ̰К ȦͽЖ ˬͲ̰͝͹Џđ ǼȦЦ ƝňȥΥ Ɏ̈Џđ ŶԽԲȌ͙͹Џđ ǼȦЦ ʕ̈́Τ ˬόđňĪ ę ɡ͙̈́̈Τ ǼȦЦ ȴ˴̯̈κȌ͹Џđ ˬЏȌόň ǨȔ͙̈ό





h?`Qm;? i?Bb i?2bBb- HH `BM;b `2 +QKKmiiBp2 rBi? mMBiv M/ k rBHH /2MQi2  }2H/X
:Bp2M  LQ2i?2`BM HQ+H `BM; (R,m)- i?2 2K#2//BM; /BK2MbBQM Q7 R- /2MQi2/ #v
2K#/BK(R)- Bb i?2 /BK2MbBQM Q7 m /m2 b M (R/m)@p2+iQ` bT+2c 2[mBpH2MiHv- i?2
+`/BMHBiv Q7  KBMBKH ;2M2`iBM; b2i U+HH2/- KBMBKH #bBbV 7Q` mX h?2 `BM; R Bb
`2;mH` B7 Bib 2K#2//BM; /BK2MbBQM +QBM+B/2b rBi? Bib E`mHH /BK2MbBQMX _2+HH- 7`QK (j)-
i?i ǳi?2 MQiBQM Q7 `2;mH`Biv rb BMBiBHHv BMi`Q/m+2/ #v E`mHH M/ #2+K2 T`QKBM2Mi
r?2M w`BbFB b?Qr2/ i?i  HQ+H `2;mH` `BM; +Q``2bTQM/b iQ  bKQQi? TQBMi QM M
H;2#`B+ p`B2ivX Gi2`- a2``2 T`Qp2/ i?i  `BM; Bb `2;mH` B7 M/ QMHv B7 Bi ?b }MBi2
;HQ#H /BK2MbBQMX h?Bb HHQr2/ iQ b22 i?i `2;mH`Biv Bb bi#H2 mM/2` HQ+HBxiBQM M/
i?2M i?2 /2}MBiBQM ;Qi ;HQ#HBx2/XǴ h?2M- R Bb +HH2/  +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM `BM;
B7 Bib m@+QKTH2iBQM Bb 2[mH iQ i?2 [mQiB2Mi Q7  HQ+H `2;mH` `BM; KQ/mHQ M B/2H
;2M2`i2/ #v  `2;mH` b2[m2M+2c M/ R Bb +HH2/ :Q`2Mbi2BM B7 Bib BMD2+iBp2 /BK2MbBQM
Bb }MBi2X 6BMHHv- `2+HH i?i R Bb *Q?2M@J+mHv B7 i?2 ?2B;?i Q7 m +QBM+B/2b Q7 Bib
;`/2X h?2 /2}MBiBQMb Q7 HH i?2b2 MQiBQMb +``v Qp2` iQ HQ+HBxiBQMb rBi? `2bT2+i
iQ i?2 T`BK2 B/2HbX 6Q` KQ`2 /2iBHb- r2 `272` iQ i?2 +HbbB+ #QQFb (R9)- (R8)- (RN)-











6B;m`2 R, AKTHB+iBQMb Q7 i?2 BMp`BMib
2bi#HBb?2/ i?i  LQ2i?2`BM i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 k@H;2#`b BM?2`Bib i?2 MQiBQMb Q7
*Q?2M@J+mHv `BM;- :Q`2Mbi2BM `BM;- M/ +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM `BM; (RR)- (k8)- (je)-
(j3)- (9y)X >Qr2p2`- Bi Bb r2HH FMQrM i?i  i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 irQ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b
Bb MQi M2+2bb`BHv `2;mH`X LQi2 i?i i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 k@H;2#`b bm#D2+i iQ i?2
7Q`2K2MiBQM2/ ;2QK2i`B+ +QM+2Tib r2`2 mb2/ iQ /2HBKBi Q` rB/2M i?2 b+QT2 Q7 pHB/Biv
Q7 bQK2 ?QKQHQ;B+H +QMD2+im`2b (ke)- (k3)X
AM RNe8- :`Qi?2M/B2+F T`Qp2/ i?i- ;Bp2M  }2H/ k- ǳi?2 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 irQ
2ti2MbBQM }2H/b UQ7 kV Bb `2;mH` T`QpB/2/ QM2 Q7 i?2K Bb }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ M/ b2T@
`#H2 Qp2` kǴ (k9)X AM RNeN- qiM#2 2i HX BMp2biB;i2/ i?2 i`Mb72` Q7 :Q`2Mbi2BM2bb
M/ im`M2/ Qmi i?i ǳi?2 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 irQ `2;mH` k@H;2#`b- QM2 Q7 i?2K #2BM;
}MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/- Bb  +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM (9j)XǴ aBM+2 i?2M- Bi ?b #22M T`Qp2/ i?i
ǳ LQ2i?2`BM i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 k@H;2#`b A"k B BM?2`Bib 7`QK A M/ B i?2 MQiBQMb
Q7 HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM `BM;- :Q`2Mbi2BM `BM;- M/ *Q?2M@J+mHv `BM; (RR)-
(k8)- (je)- (j3)- (9y)XǴ AM T`iB+mH`- ǳK "k L Bb  HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM `BM;- 7Q`
Mv irQ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b K M/ L Q7 k bm+? i?i K "k L Bb LQ2i?2`BM (9y)XǴ
_2+2MiHv- Bi ?b #22M T`Qp2/ i?i ǳ LQ2i?2`BM i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 irQ k@H;2#`b
k
A M/ B Bb `2;mH` B7 M/ QMHv B7 bQ `2 A M/ B BM i?2 bT2+BH +b2 r?2`2 k Bb
T2`72+i UBX2X- 2p2`v UH;2#`B+V 2ti2MbBQM Q7 k Bb b2T`#H2V (9y)- (k8)XǴ JQ`2Qp2`- Bi Bb
2bi#HBb?2/ BM (Rk) i?i- mM/2` ;2QK2i`B+H `2;mH`Biv UBX2X- A"k F Bb `2;mH` 7Q` 2p2`v
}MBi2 2ti2MbBQM F Q7 kV- ǳA "k B Bb `2;mH` B7 M/ QMHv B7 B Bb `2;mH` M/ A "k B
Bb LQ2i?2`BMǴ- r?B+? HHQr2/ iQ 2bi#HBb? i`Mb72` `2bmHib 7Q` i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 irQ
2ti2MbBQM }2H/b Q7 k bm#D2+i iQ b2T`#BHBiv +QM/BiBQMbX
AMp`BMib `2Hi2/ iQ `2;mH`Biv- bm+? b 2K#2//BM; /BK2MbBQM M/ +Q/BK2MbBQM- Q7
i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 H;2#`b r2`2 BMp2biB;i2/ BM i?2 HBi2`im`2- vB2H/BM; b2p2`H `2bmHib
QM /272+i Q` i`Mb72` Q7 `2;mH`Biv BM i?2b2 +QMbi`m+iBQMb (j)X 6Q` Mv T`BK2 B/2H P Q7
A"k B rBi? p := A # P M/ q := B # P - QM2 Q7 i?2 `2+2Mi `2bmHib U(j- h?2Q`2K 8XR)V
bb2`ib i?i ǳB7 !B(q) Bb  b2T`#H2 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 k- i?2M









rBi?  /B`2+i +QMb2[m2M+2 QM i?2 U2K#2//BM;V +Q/BK2MbBQM,
ǳ +Q/BK(A"k B)P = +Q/BK(Ap) + +Q/BK(Bq).Ǵ
h?2 7Q`2K2MiBQM2/ rQ`Fb /`r QM #bB+ `2bmHib M/ mb2 i2+?MB[m2b M/ K2i?Q/b
7`QK T`BK2 bT2+i` M/ /BK2MbBQM i?2Q`vX 6Q` 2`Hv M/ `2+2Mi /2p2HQTK2Mib QM i?2b2
iQTB+b- r2 `272` iQ (d)- (N)- (Ry)- (Rk)- (je)- (jd)- (j3)- (9R)- (9k) 7Q` bT2+BH b2iiBM;b Q7
i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 H;2#`b- M/ iQ (8)- (Re)- (kj)- (k3)- (jy)- (jk)- (jj) 7Q` i?2 ;2M2`H
+QMi2ti Q7 +QKKmiiBp2 `BM;bX h?2 T`Q#H2K QM i?2 i`Mb72` Q` /272+i Q7 `2;mH`Biv BM
j
KQ`2 ;2M2`H b2iiBM;b `2KBMb 2HmbBp2Hv QT2MX h?Bb Ja i?2bBb i`+Fb M/ bim/B2b bQK2
Q7 i?2 KBM rQ`Fb r?B+? /2H rBi? i?Bb T`Q#H2Kc T`2+Bb2Hv- r2 b?2/ #`B;?i2` HB;?i QM




AM Q`/2` iQ KF2 i?Bb i?2bBb `2bQM#Hv b2H7@+QMiBM2/- i?Bb b2+iBQM `2+HHb bQK2 MQ@
iiBQMb M/ /2}MBiBQMb b r2HH b bQK2 #bB+ `2H2pMi `2bmHib- KQbi Q7 r?B+? /2H
T`iB+mH`Hv rBi? p`BQmb bT2+ib Q7 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 H;2#`bX h?2b2 rBHH #2 mb2/
i?`Qm;? i?Bb i?2bBb BKTHB+BiHv rBi?Qmi bT2+B}+ K2MiBQMX
G2i R #2  `BM;- S  KmHiBTHB+iBp2Hv +HQb2/ bm#b2i Q7 R- M/ M M R@KQ/mH2X Ai
Bb +mbiQK`v iQ /2MQi2 i?2 HQ+HBxiBQM Q7 M rBi? `2bT2+i iQ S #v S!1M - M/ B7 S
Bb  +QKTH2K2Mi Q7  T`BK2 B/2H P BM R- i?2 HQ+HBxiBQM Bb /2MQi2/ #v MP BMbi2/X
A7 MQ K#B;mBiv `Bb2b- r2 /2MQi2 2Bi?2` HQ+HBxiBQMb #v MS Q` MP X A7 T Bb MQi?2`
KmHiBTHB+iBp2Hv +HQb2/ bm#b2i M/ T " Bb Bib BK;2 BM RS M/ B7 S " Bb i?2 BK;2 Q7 S BM
RT - i?2M (MS)T " $= MST = MTS = (MT )S" (k- 1tX j- TX 9j)X q2 mbmHHv /`QT i?2
TQbi`QT?2- 2p2M i?Qm;? i?2 K2MBM; KB;?i #2 /Bz2`2Mi- #mi i?2 H;2#`B+ T`QT2`iB2b
`2KBM mM+?M;2/X 6m`i?2`- B7 S +QMbBbib QMHv Q7 mMBib BM R- i?2M Q#pBQmbHv RS $= R
M/- b  +QMb2[m2M+2- B7 S % T - i?2M RT $= (RT )S $= (RS)T X
Ai Bb FMQrM i?i i?2 T`BK2 B/2Hb Q7 RS ?p2 i?2 7Q`K
#
x
s | x & p, s & S
$
- 7Q` bQK2
mMB[m2 T`BK2 p BM R (k- S`QTQbBiBQM jXRR)X Ai Bb mbmHHv /2MQi2/ #v S!1p M/ B7 S Bb 
8
+QKTH2K2Mi Q7  T`BK2 q- i?2M Bi Bb /2MQi2/ #v pRqX q2 HbQ mb2 i?2 MQiiBQM pS Q`
pq b BM (jy- a2+iBQM RX9)X h?`Qm;?Qmi- (R,m) Q` (R,m, k) BM/B+i2b i?i R Bb  HQ+H
`BM; rBi? KtBKH B/2H m M/ k := R/m Bb Bib `2bB/m2 }2H/X 6`2[m2MiHv- Bi Bb /2MQi2/
#v !(m) M/- 7Q` Mv T`BK2 B/2H p Q7 R- Rp/pRp Bb /2MQi2/ #v !R(p)X
h?2 KQ/mH2 M Bb ~i B7- 7Q` 2p2`v BMD2+iBp2 R@KT f : E " '( E- i?2 BM/m+2/ KT
f"R 1 : E ""RM '( E"RM Bb BMD2+iBp2c M/ M Bb bB/ iQ #2 7Bi?7mHHv ~i B7 Bi Bb ~i
M/ r?2M2p2` f "R 1 Bb BMD2+iBp2 U`2bTX- bm`D2+iBp2V- f Bb BMD2+Bip2 U`2bTX- bm`D2+iBp2VX
AM i?2 b2[m2H- aT2+(R) U`2bTX- Jt(R)V rBHH /2MQi2 i?2 b2i Q7 HH T`BK2 U`2bTX-
KtBKHV B/2Hb Q7 RX
S`QTQbBiBQM RXR U(jk- h?2Q`2K dXk)V ǳG2i R #2  `BM; M/ M M R@KQ/mH2X
h?2M- i?2 7QHHQrBM; bii2K2Mib `2 2[mBpH2Mi,
URV M Bb 7Bi?7mHHv ~ic
UkV M Bb ~i M/- 7Q` 2p2`v MQMx2`Q R@KQ/mH2 N - M "R N )= 0c
UjV M Bb ~i M/- 7Q` 2+? m & Jt(R)- mM )= M XǴ
b  +QMb2[m2M+2 Q7 i?Bb T`QTQbBiBQM- 7`22 KQ/mH2b `2 7Bi?7mHHv ~i- bBM+2 B7 M Bb
7`22- i?2M M "R N Bb Dmbi  bmK Q7 +QTB2b Q7 N X
G2i f : A '( B #2  `BM; ?QKQKQ`T?BbK M/ H2i q & aT2+(B) rBi? p := f!1(q)-
r?B+? Bb mbmHHv UM/- #mbBp2Hv- 2p2M B7 f Bb MQi QM2@iQ@QM2V /2MQi2/ #v A# qX h?2M-
f BM/m+2b irQ Mim`H `BM; ?QKQKQ`T?BbKb g : Ap '( Bq- /2}M2/ #v g(as ) =
f(a)
f(s) -




- /2}M2/ #v h(a) = f(a)X h?2 2ti2MbBQM Q7 p iQ B Bb /2MQi2/ #v
e








b- Q#pBQmbHv- f(A \ p) % B \ qX h?2 `BM; !A(p) "A B Bb +HH2/ i?2 }#2` `BM; Qp2` pX
6B#2` `BM;b Qp2` T`BK2 B/2Hb THv  T`BKQ`/BH `QH2 BM i?2 bim/v Q7 i?2 2K#2//BM;
/BK2MbBQM M/ E`mHH /BK2MbBQM Q7 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 H;2#`bX LQr- B7 A- B `2 R@
H;2#`b M/ S- S " `2 KmHiBTHB+iBp2Hv +HQb2/ bm#b2ib Q7 A M/ B- `2bT2+iBp2Hv- i?2M
T := {s"R s" | s & S, s" & S "} Bb  KmHiBTHB+iBp2Hv +HQb2/ bm#b2i Q7 A"R B rBi?
(A"R B)T $= AS "R BS" .
G2i A- B #2 k@H;2#`b- M/ I- J B/2Hb Q7 A M/ B- `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2M- #v 7Bi?7mH
~iM2bb- r2 ?p2
A"k B








M/ B7 I Bb T`QT2` BM A i?2M bQ Bb I "k B BM A"k BX HbQ- i?`Qm;?Qmi- r2 rBHH B/2MiB7v
A M/ B rBi? i?2B` `2bT2+iBp2 BK;2b BM A"k BX
6BMHHv- `2+HH i?i f : A '( B Bb bB/ iQ #2 ~i B7 i?2 A@H;2#` B Bb ~i Qp2` A
UBX2X- +imHHv Qp2` f(A)Vc M/ B7 (A,m) M/ (B, n) `2 HQ+H `BM;b- i?2M f Bb bB/ iQ #2
 HQ+H ?QKQKQ`T?BbK B7 f(m) % nX
d
S`QTQbBiBQM RXk U(jk- h?2Q`2K R8XR)V ǳG2i f : A '( B #2  ~i ?QKQKQ`T?BbK
Q7 LQ2i?2`BM `BM;b M/ H2i q & aT2+(B) rBi? p := A # qX h?2M,
/BK(Bq) = /BK(Ap) + /BK(!A(p)"A Bp).Ǵ
M 2H2K2Mi x Q7 R Bb  x2`Q@/BpBbQ` QM M B7 i?2`2 2tBbib  MQMx2`Q 2H2K2Mi m Q7
M bm+? i?i xm = 0X 1[mBpH2MiHv- i?2 R@KT fx : m '( xm Bb MQi BMD2+iBp2X q2
/2MQi2 i?2 +QHH2+iBQM Q7 x2`Q@/BpBbQ`b Q7 M #v w(M)X _2+HH i?i w(M) Bb  mMBQM Q7
T`BK2b M/ i?Bb mMBQM Bb mMB[m2 B7 Bi Bb iF2M Qp2` i?2 KtBKH T`BK2b KQM; i?2K (jy-
TX j9)X  MQMx2`Q@/BpBbQ` Q7 M Bb HbQ +HH2/  `2;mH` 2H2K2Mi Q7 M X M bbQ+Bi2/
T`BK2 Q7 M Bb  T`BK2 p Q7 R bm+? i?i i?2`2 2tBbib  MQMx2`Q 2H2K2Mi m Q7 M rBi?
p = (0 : m) := {r & R | rm = 0}X A7 R Bb LQ2i?2`BM M/ M Bb }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/
Qp2` R- i?2 KtBKH T`BK2b Q7 M `2 }MBi2 M/ i?mb w(M) Bb  mMB[m2 }MBi2 mMBQM Q7
KtBKH T`BK2b Q7 M - 2+? Q7 r?B+? Bb M bbQ+Bi2/ T`BK2 Q7 M (jy- h?2Q`2K 3y)X
 b2[m2M+2 x1, x2, . . . , xn Q7 2H2K2Mib Q7 R Bb bB/ iQ #2 `2;mH` QM M Q` M M@
b2[m2M+2- T`QpB/2/
(x1, x2, . . . , xn)M )= M
M/
xi+1 Bb `2;mH` QM
M
(x1, x2, . . . , xi)M
, 7Q` 2+? i = 1, . . . , n' 1.
G2KK RXR U(jy- h?2Q`2K RRe)V ǳG2i R #2  `BM; M/ M M R@KQ/mH2X G2i
x1, . . . , xn & R M/ 1 * i * n' 1X h?2M- i?2 7QHHQrBM; bii2K2Mib `2 2[mBpH2Mi,
URV x1, . . . , xn Bb M M@b2[m2M+2c
3
UkV x1, . . . , xi Bb M M@b2[m2M+2 M/ xi+1, . . . , xn Bb M
M
(x1, . . . , xi)M
@b2[m2M+2XǴ
LQi2 i?i  `2;mH` b2[m2M+2 x1, x2, . . . , xn ;2M2`i2b  bi`B+iHv BM+`2bBM; b2[m2M+2
Q7 B/2Hb- (x1) ! (x1, x2) ! · · · ! (x1, x2, . . . , xn)X h?2`27Q`2- BM LQ2i?2`BM b2iiBM;b-
`2;mH` b2[m2M+2b bim`i2X LQ`i?+Qii M/ _22b (j9) T`Qp2/ i?i- ;Bp2M M LQ2i?2`BM
`BM; R-  }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ R@KQ/mH2 M - M/ M B/2H I Q7 R rBi? IM )= M - i?2M
Mv irQ KtBKH M @b2[m2M+2b BM I ?p2 i?2 bK2 H2M;i? (jy- h?2Q`2K RkR)X h?2M-
M M @b2[m2M+2 BM I Bb KtBKH B7 M/ QMHv B7 I % w
! M
(x1, x2, . . . , xn)M
"
U+7X (jy-
TT2M/Bt j@R- TX RyR)VX h?Bb ;Bp2b `Bb2 iQ i?2 +QM+2Ti Q7 ;`/2X
.2}MBiBQM RXR ǳG2i R #2  LQ2i?2`BM `BM;- M  }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ R@KQ/mH2- M/
I M B/2H Q7 R rBi? IM )= M X h?2 H2M;i? Q7  KtBKH M @b2[m2M+2 BM I Bb +HH2/
i?2 ;`/2 Q7 I QM M - /2MQi2/ G(I,M)XǴ
A7 I % w(M)- r2 r`Bi2 G(I,M) = 0c M/ B7 M = R r2 Dmbi r`Bi2 G(I) BMbi2/X
aQK2 mi?Q`b mb2 i?2 i2`K ǵ/2Ti?Ƕ BMbi2/ Q7 ǵ;`/2Ƕ U+7X (jk)VX
S`QTQbBiBQM RXj U(jy- h?2Q`2K Rjk)V ǳG2i R #2  LQ2i?2`BM `BM;- M  }MBi2Hv
;2M2`i2/ R@KQ/mH2- M/ I % J T`QT2` B/2Hb Q7 R rBi? JM )= M X h?2M,
URV G(I,M) * G(J,M)X
UkV G(I) * ?i(I)XǴ
.2}MBiBQM RXk U(jy- h?2Q`2Kb Rje)V ǳ LQ2i?2`BM `BM; R Bb *Q?2M@J+mHv B7
Bi biBb}2b Mv QM2 Q7 i?2 7QHHQrBM; 2[mBpH2Mi +QM/BiBQMb,
URV G(m) = ?i(m)- 7Q` 2+? m & Jt(R)c
N
UkV G(I) = ?i(I)- 7Q` 2+? B/2H I Q7 RX
h?2 *Q?2M@J+mHv T`QT2`iv Bb bi#H2 mM/2` HQ+HBxiBQMX AM 7+i- Bi Bb  HQ+H
T`QT2`iv- b b22M #2HQrX
h?2Q`2K RXR U(jy- h?2Q`2Kb RjN  R9y)V ǳG2i R #2  LQ2i?2`BM `BM; M/ H2i
S #2  KmHiBTHB+iBp2Hv +HQb2/ bm#b2i S Q7 RX h?2M,
URV A7 R Bb *Q?2M@J+mHv- i?2M bQ Bb RSX
UkV R Bb *Q?2M@J+mHv B7 M/ QMHv B7 Rm Bb *Q?2M@J+mHv- 7Q` 2+? m & Jt(R)
B7 M/ QMHv B7 Rp Bb *Q?2M@J+mHv- 7Q` 2+? p & aT2+(R)Ǵ
6BMHHv- Bi Bb rQ`i?r?BH2 `2+HHBM; i?i *Q?2M@J+mHv T`QT2`iv Bb bi#H2 mM/2`
TQHvMQKBH M/ TQr2` b2`B2b `BM;b- b bii2/ #2HQrX
S`QTQbBiBQM RX9 U(jy- h?2Q`2Kb R8R  R8d)V ǳ LQ2i?2`BM `BM; R Bb *Q?2M@
J+mHv B7 M/ QMHv B7 bQ Bb R[x] U`2bTX- R[[x]]VXǴ
A7 (R,m) Bb HQ+H- i?2M r2 r`Bi2 G(R) := G(m) M/ Bb +HH2/ i?2 ;`/2 Q7 R (jy)X
6Q` HQ+H ~i ?QKQKQ`T?BbKb- }#2` `BM;b Qp2` T`BK2 B/2Hb `2 BMpQHp2/ b 7QHHQrb,
S`QTQbBiBQM RX8 U(jk- *Q`QHH`v- TX R3R)V ǳG2i f : (A,m) '( (B, n) #2  HQ+H
~i ?QKQKQ`T?BbK Q7 LQ2i?2`BM `BM;bX h?2M,
URV G(B) = G(A) +G(!(m)"A B)X
UkV A M/ !(m)"A B `2 *Q?2M@J+mHv B7 M/ QMHv B7 bQ Bb BX
Ry
G2i (R,m, k) #2  LQ2i?2`BM HQ+H `BM;X >2M+2- m Bb }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ M/ bQ
m /m2 Bb  }MBi2@/BK2MbBQMH p2+iQ` bT+2 Qp2` kX h?2 2K#2//BM; /BK2MbBQM Q7 R Bb
/2}M2/ b 2K#/BK(R) := /BKk(m /m2)c r?B+? Bb 2[mH iQ i?2 +`/BMHBiv Q7  KBMBKH
;2M2`iBM; b2i U+HH2/- KBMBKH #bBbV 7Q` mX q2 Hrvb ?p2
G(R) * /BK(R) * 2K#/BK(R).
.2}MBiBQM RXj ǳ LQ2i?2`BM HQ+H `BM; R Bb `2;mH` B7 2K#/BK(R) = /BK(R)X
 LQ2i?2`BM `BM; R Bb `2;mH`- B7 Rm Bb `2;mH`- 7Q` 2+? m & Jt(R)XǴ
h?2 i`Mb72` Q7 `2;mH`Biv i?`Qm;? ~i HQ+H ?QKQKQ`T?BbKb Bb Q7 ;`2i bB;MB}+M+2
7Q` i?2 bim/v Q7 `2;mH`Biv BM i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 H;2#`bX h?2 7QHHQrBM; i?`22 `2H2pMi
#bB+ `2bmHib rBHH #2 mb2/ KQbi Q7i2M BM i?2 b2[m2HX
h?2Q`2K RXk U(jk- h?2Q`2K kjXd)V ǳG2i f : (A,m) '( (B, n) #2  HQ+H ~i
?QKQKQ`T?BbK Q7 LQ2i?2`BM `BM;bX
URV A7 B Bb `2;mH`- i?2M bQ Bb AX
UkV A7 A M/ !A(m)"A B `2 `2;mH`- i?2M bQ Bb BX
UjV bbmK2 mB = nX h?2M- A Bb `2;mH` B7 M/ QMHv B7 bQ Bb BXǴ
h?2 }`bi `2bmHi- QM i?2 i`Mb72` Q7 `2;mH`Biv iQ i?2 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 irQ 2ti2MbBQM
}2H/b- Bb /m2 iQ :`Qi?2M/B2+F URNe8VX
G2KK RXk U(k9- G2KK eXdX9XR)V ǳG2i K M/ L #2 irQ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b Q7 kX A7
2Bi?2` K Q` L Bb }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ M/ K Bb b2T`#H2 Qp2` k- i?2M K"k L Bb `2;mH`XǴ
RR
h?2 BMD2+iBp2 /BK2MbBQM Q7 M R@KQ/mH2 M - /2MQi2/ B/R(M)- Bb /2}M2/ b i?2
bKHH2bi MmK#2` n bm+? i?i i?2`2 2tBbib M BMD2+iBp2 `2bQHmiBQM
0 ( M ( E0 ( E1 ( · · · ( En
M/ r2 r`Bi2 B/R(M) = nX A7 MQ bm+? `2bQHmiBQM 2tBbib- r2 /2}M2 B/R(M) = +X P#pB@
QmbHv- M Bb BMD2+iBp2 B7 M/ QMHv B7 B/R(M) = 0X 6Q` KQ`2 /2iBHb QM i?Bb ?QKQHQ;B+H
BMp`BMi- r2 `272` iQ (j8)X
.2}MBiBQM RX9 ǳ LQ2i?2`BM HQ+H `BM; R Bb :Q`2Mbi2BM B7 B/R(R) < +X
 LQ2i?2`BM `BM; R Bb :Q`2Mbi2BM- B7 Rm Bb :Q`2Mbi2BM- 7Q` 2+? m & Jt(R)XǴ










A7 (R,m) Bb  LQ2i?2`BM HQ+H `BM;- i?2M bQ Bb %R rBi? KtBKH B/2H %m = m %R M/
i?2 Mim`H `BM; ?QKQKQ`T?BbK R ( %R Bb ~iX 6Q` BMbiM+2- i?2 TQr2` b2`B2b `BM;
R[[x]] Bb i?2 (x)@/B+ +QKTH2iBQM Q7 i?2 TQHvMQKBH `BM; R[x]c i?i Bb- &R[x] = R[[x]]X
6Q` KQ`2 /2iBHb QM i?2 m@/B+ iQTQHQ;v- r2 `272` iQ (k- *?TX Ry)X
.2}MBiBQM RX8 ǳ LQ2i?2`BM HQ+H `BM; (R,m) Bb  +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM B7 Bib m@
+QKTH2iBQM %R Bb 2[mH iQ i?2 [mQiB2Mi Q7  HQ+H `2;mH` `BM; KQ/mHQ M B/2H ;2M2`i2/
#v  `2;mH` b2[m2M+2X
 LQ2i?2`BM `BM; R Bb  HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM- B7 Rm Bb  +QKTH2i2 BMi2`@
b2+iBQM- 7Q` 2+? m & Jt(R)XǴ
Rk
q2 +HQb2 i?Bb T`2HBKBM`v rBi? bQK2 `2+HHb QM :Q`2Mbi2BM M/ +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+@
iBQM `BM;bX
S`QTQbBiBQM RXe U(9j- *Q`QHH`v R)(jk- h?2Q`2K kjX8)V ǳA7  LQ2i?2`BM HQ+H
`BM; R Bb :Q`2Mbi2BM U`2bTX- +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQMV- i?2M bQ `2 R[x] M/ R[[x]]XǴ
6Q` i?2 :Q`2Mbi2BM M/ +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM MQiBQMb- i?2 }#2` `BM;b `2 BMpQHp2/
b 7QHHQrb,
h?2Q`2K RXj U(9j- h?2Q`2K R)(RN- _2K`F kXjX8)V ǳG2i f : (A,m) '(
(B, n) #2  HQ+H ~i ?QKQKQ`T?BbK Q7 LQ2i?2`BM `BM;bX h?2M,
URV A M/ !(m)"A B `2 :Q`2Mbi2BM B7 M/ QMHv B7 bQ Bb "X
UkV A M/ !(m)"A B `2 +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM B7 M/ QMHv B7 bQ Bb "XǴ
S`QTQbBiBQM RXd U(9j- *Q`QHH`v k)(jk- h?2Q`2K kjXe)V ǳG2i A #2  :Q`2M@
bi2BM U`2bTX- +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQMV `BM; +QMiBMBM; k M/ K  }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/
2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 kX h?2M- A "k K Bb  :Q`2Mbi2BM U`2bTX- +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQMV
`BM;XǴ
h?2Q`2K RX9 U(9j- h?2Q`2K k)V ǳG2i B M/ C #2 A@H;2#`b- rBi? B #2BM; ~i
Qp2` A M/ C }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ Qp2` AX h?2M,
URV A7 A- B M/ C `2 :Q`2Mbi2BM `BM;b- i?2M B "A C Bb  :Q`2Mbi2BM `BM;X







h?Bb b2+iBQM /2Hb rBi? i?2 i`Mb72` Q7 *Q?2M@J+mHvM2bb iQ LQ2i?2`BM i2MbQ` T`Q/@
m+ib Q7 k@H;2#`bX 6Q` i?Bb Tm`TQb2- r2 }`bi 2tKBM2 i?2 ;`/2 M/ ?2B;?i Q7 bQK2
bT2+BH B/2Hb r?B+? THv  +`m+BH `QH2 rBi?BM i?2 B/2H bi`m+im`2 Q7  i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i
Q7 k@H;2#`bX
h?2 }`bi KBM i?2Q`2K BMp2biB;i2b i?2 ;`/2 BM LQ2i?2`BM i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ibX
h?2Q`2K kXR U(RR- h?2Q`2K RXR)V ǳG2i A M/ B #2 k@H;2#`b bm+? i?i A "k B
Bb LQ2i?2`BM M/ H2i I M/ J #2 T`QT2` B/2Hb Q7 A M/ B- `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2M,
URV G(I "k B) = G(I) M/- bBKBH`Hv- G(A"k J) = G(J)X
UkV G(I "k B + A"k J) = G(I) +G(J)X
UjV G(I "k J) = JBM(G(I), G(J))XǴ
R9
h?2 T`QQ7 Q7 i?Bb `2bmHi /`rb QM i?2 7QHHQrBM; H2KKbX
G2KK kXR ǳG2i A M/ B #2 k@H;2#`b M/ H2i x & AX h?2M- x Bb M A@b2[m2M+2 B7
M/ QMHv B7 x"k 1 Bb M (A"k B)@b2[m2M+2XǴ
S`QQ7X *QMbB/2` i?2 HBM2` KT f : A ( A- a ,( xa M/ MQi2 i?i B Bb 7Bi?7mHHv ~i
UbBM+2  k@p2+iQ` bT+2VX aQ- x Bb M A@b2[m2M+2 B7 M/ QMHv B7 f Bb BMD2+iBp2 #mi MQi
bm`D2+iBp2 B7 M/ QMHv B7 f "k 1 Bb BMD2+iBp2 #mi MQi bm`D2+iBp2 B7 M/ QMHv B7 x"k 1 Bb M
(A"k B)@b2[m2M+2X !
_2+HH i?i  `2;mH` b2[m2M+2 x1, . . . , xn Bb bB/ iQ #2 T2`Kmi#H2 B7 Mv T2`Kmi@
iBQM Q7 i?2 xiǶb Bb HbQ `2;mH`X
G2KK kXk ǳG2i A M/ B #2 k@H;2#`b- x M A@b2[m2M+2- M/ y  B@b2[m2M+2X
h?2M- x"k 1- 1"k y Bb  T2`Kmi#H2 (A"k B)@b2[m2M+2XǴ









X h?2`27Q`2- #v G2KK RXR- x"k 1- 1"k y Bb M
(A "k B)@b2[m2M+2X GBF2rBb2- bi`iBM; rBi? y vB2H/b 1 "k y- x "k 1 Bb M (A "k B)@
b2[m2M+2X !
G2KK kXj ǳG2i A M/ B #2 k@H;2#`bX A7 x1, . . . , xn Bb M A@b2[m2M+2- M/
y1, . . . , ym Bb  B@b2[m2M+2- i?2M x1 "k 1, . . . , xn "k 1- 1 "k y1, . . . , 1 "k ym Bb M
(A"kB)@b2[m2M+2X JQ`2Qp2`- B7 x1, . . . , xn M/ y1, . . . , ym `2 T2`Kmi#H2- bQ `2 i?2B`
`2bT2+iBp2 BK;2bXǴ
R8
S`QQ7X 6B`bi- r2 b?Qr i?i x1 "k 1, . . . , xn "k 1 Bb M (A "k B)@b2[m2M+2X G2KK
kXR ?M/H2b i?2 +b2 n = 1X q2 T`Q+22/ #v BM/m+iBQM QM n X *QMbB/2` i?2 B/2H





I " B - 7Q` Mv B/2H I Q7
AX aBM+2 x̄n Bb M
A
In!1
@b2[m2M+2- x̄n "k 1 Bb M
A"k B
In!1 "k B
@ b2[m2M+2X Ai 7QHHQrb- #v
BM/m+iBQM- i?i x1"k 1, . . . , xn"k 1 Bb M (A"kB)@b2[m2M+2X aBKBH` `;mK2Mib b?Qrb
i?i 1"k y1, . . . , 1"k ym Bb M
A
In
"k B@b2[m2M+2X "v G2KK RXR- x1"k 1, . . . , xn"k 1-
1"k y1, . . . , 1"k ym Bb M (A"k B)@b2[m2M+2X S2`Kmi#BHBiv 7QHHQrb 2bBHvX !
G2KK kX9 U(RR- G2KK RXk)V ǳG2i A M/ B #2 k@H;2#`b M/ H2i x1, . . . , xn
#2  T2`Kmi#H2 A@b2[m2M+2 M/ y1, . . . , yn #2  T2`Kmi#H2 B@b2[m2M+2X h?2M-
x1 " y1, . . . , xn " yn Bb  T2`Kmi#H2 (A"k B)@b2[m2M+2XǴ
S`QQ7X *QK#BM2 G2KK kXj rBi? i?2 ;2M2`H 7+i i?i B7 x1, x2, ..., xn Bb  T2`Kmi#H2
`2;mH` b2[m2M+2- i?2M bQ Bb (x1x2), x3, . . . , xnXǴ !
S`QQ7 Q7 h?2Q`2K kXRX
URV A7 x1, x2, . . . , xn Bb  KtBKH A@b2[m2M+2 BM I- i?2M #v G2KK kXj- x1 "k
1, . . . , xn "k 1 Bb M A "k B b2[m2M+2 BM I "k BX aBM+2 Bi Bb KtBKH- i?2`2 2tBbib 
MQMx2`Q ā BM A(x1,x2,...,xn) bm+? i?i Iā = 0 #v (jy- h?2Q`2K 3k)X >2M+2- (I"kB)(ā"k1) =
Iā"kB = 0 BM A(x1,x2,...,xn)"kBX aBM+2
A
(x1,x2,...,xn)
Bb  7Bi?7mHHv ~i k@H;2#`- ā"k1 )= 0c
BX2X- (ā)"k B )= 0X h?2`27Q`2- G(I "k B) = G(I)X aBKBH`Hv- G(A"k J) = G(J)X
UkV G2i x1, x2, . . . , xn #2  KtBKH A@b2[m2M+2 BM I M/ y1, y2, . . . , ym #2  KtBKH
B@b2[m2M+2 BM J X h?2M x1"k 1, . . . , xn"k 1 Bb  KtBKH (A"kB)@b2[m2M+2 BM I"kB-





bBKBH` bi2Tb BM URVX h?2`27Q`2- #v G2KK RXR- x1"k 1, . . . , xn"k 1- 1"k y1, . . . , 1"k ym
Bb  KtBKH (A"k B)@b2[m2M+2 BM I "k B + A"k J X
UjV qBi?Qmi HQbb Q7 ;2M2`HBiv bbmK2 i?i G(I) = n * G(J) = mX "v (jy-
1tX kj- TX Ry9)- i?2`2 2tBbib  KtBKH T2`Kmi#H2 A@b2[m2M+2 x1, x2, . . . , xn BM I
M/  KtBKH T2`Kmi#H2 B@b2[m2M+2 y1, y2, . . . , ym BM J X "v G2KK kX9- x1 "k
y1, . . . , xn "k yn Bb  T2`Kmi#H2 (A"k B)@b2[m2M+2 BM I "k J X >2M+2- n * G(I "k J)X
aBM+2 I "k J % I "k A- G(I "k J) * G(I "k A) = n #v S`QTQbBiBQM RXjX h?2`27Q`2-
G(I "k J) = nX !
LQr- r2 bii2 #2HQr i?2 b2+QM/ KBM i?2Q`2K Q7 i?Bb b2+iBQMX
h?2Q`2K kXk U(RR- h?2Q`2K kXR)V ǳG2i A M/ B #2 k@H;2#`b bm+? i?i A "k B
Bb LQ2i?2`BMX h?2M- i?2 7QHHQrBM; bii2K2Mib `2 2[mBpH2Mi,
URV A"k B Bb  *Q?2M@J+mHv `BM;c
UkV G(I "k B + A"k J) = ?i(I "k B + A"k J)- 7Q` HH T`QT2` B/2Hb I M/ J Q7 A
M/ B- `2bT2+iBp2Hvc
UjV G(p "k B + A "k q) = ?i(p "k B + A "k q)- 7Q` HH T`BK2 B/2Hb p M/ q Q7 A
M/ B- `2bT2+iBp2Hvc
U9V A M/ B `2 *Q?2M@J+mHv `BM;bXǴ
.Bb+mbbBQM kXj AM ;2M2`H- 2p2M B7 A M/ B `2 LQ2i?2`BM k@H;2#`b- A"k B /Q2b
MQi ?p2 iQ #2 LQ2i?2`BM (9R)X "mi- B7 A "k B Bb LQ2i?2`BM- i?2M bQ `2 A M/ B
i?`Qm;? 7Bi?7mHHv ~iM2bb (jk- *?M;2 Q7 +Q2{+B2Mi `BM;b- TX 9e M/ 1tX dXN- TX 8j)X
Rd
JQ`2Qp2`- B7 A "k B Bb LQ2i?2`BM- i?2M i?2 i`Mb+2M/2M+2 /2;`22 Q7 A Q` B Qp2` k
Kmbi #2 }MBi2X AM/22/- H2i i. /2;k(A) /2MQi2b i?2 i`Mb+2M/2M+2 /2;`22 Q7 A Qp2` kX
h?2M- #v (9k- TX jNk)-






| p & aT2+(A)
$
.
aBM+2 A M/ B `2 LQ2i?2`BM- i?2v ?p2  }MBi2 MmK#2` Q7 KBMBKH T`BK2 B/2@
HbX >2M+2- i?2`2 2tBbi T`BK2b p BM A M/ q BM B bm+? i?i i. /2;k(A) = i. /2;k(Ap )
M/ i. /2;k(B) = i. /2;k(Bq )X "mi- !A(p) "k !B(q) Bb LQ2i?2`BM- b  HQ+HBxiBQM Q7







p"k B + A"k q
X h?2`27Q`2- #v (9R- *Q`QHH`v Ry)-
i. /2;k(!A(p)) < + Q` i. /2;k(!B(q)) < +X
hQ T`Qp2 h?2Q`2K kXk- r2 }`bi 2bi#HBb? i?2 7QHHQrBM; `2bmHibX
G2KK kX8 U(RR- G2KK kXk)V ǳG2i T M/ V #2 irQ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b Q7 k bm+? i?i
T "k V Bb LQ2i?2`BMX h?2M- T "k V Bb  *Q?2M@J+mHv `BM;XǴ
S`QQ7X aBM+2 T "k V Bb LQ2i?2`BM- i?2M rBi?Qmi HQbb Q7 ;2M2`HBiv- r2 Kv b@
bmK2 i?i i?2 i`Mb+2M/2M+2 /2;`22 Q7 T Bb }MBi2c bv- i. /2;k(T ) = n < +- rBi?
x1, x2, . . . , xn #2BM; H;2#`B+HHv BM/2T2M/2Mi Qp2` kX P#b2`p2 i?i
T "k V $= T "k(x1,x2,...,xn) S!1V [x1, x2, . . . , xn]
r?2`2 S := k[x1, x2, . . . , xn] \ {0} (R9- S`QTQbBiBQM kXe)X LQr- T Bb H;2`#B+ Qp2`
k(x1, x2, . . . , xn) M/ S!1V [x1, x2, . . . , xn] Bb  *Q?2M@J+mHv `BM; #v S`QTQbBiBQM
R3
RX9 M/ h?2Q`2K RXRX h?2`27Q`2- r2 `2/m+2 i?2 T`QQ7 iQ i?2 +b2 Q7  i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i
Q7 M H;2#`B+ 2ti2MbBQM M/  *Q?2M@J+mHv `BM;X
L2ti- H2i T #2 M H;2#`B+ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 k bm+? i?i T "k A Bb LQ2i?2`BMX
LQiB+2 }`bi i?i T "k A Bb M BMi2;`H 2ti2MbBQM Q7 Ac i?i Bb- 7Bi?7mHHv ~i Qp2` A
bBM+2 T Bb H;2#`B+ Qp2` kX G2i Q #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 T "k A rBi? p := A#QX h?2M-
bBM+2 T "k A Bb BMi2;`H Qp2` A M/ T "k p % Q- #v S`QTQbBiBQM RXj- h?2Q`2K kXR M/
(jy- h?2Q`2K 93)- r2 ;2i
?i(Q) * ?i(p) = G(p) = G(T "k p) * G(Q) * ?i(Q).
h?2`27Q`2- G(Q) = ?i(Q) M/ bQ A"k B Bb *Q?2M@J+mHv #v h?2Q`2K RXRX !
S`QTQbBiBQM kXR U(RR- S`QTQbBiBQM kXj)V ǳG2i A M/ B #2 k@H;2#`b bm+? i?i
A"kB Bb LQ2i?2`BM M/ H2i Q #2  T`BK2 Q7 A"kB rBi? p := A#Q M/ q := B#QX
h?2M,
URV ?i(Q) = ?i(p) + ?i(q) + ?i( Qp%kB+A%kq )X
UkV G(QQ) = G(pp) +G(qq) + ?i( Qp%kB+A%kq )XǴ
S`QQ7X URV LQiB+2 i?i ?i(Q) = ?i(QQ) = /BK(A "k B)Q M/ +QMbB/2` i?2 ~i HQ+H
?QKQKQ`T?BbK Ap '( (A"k B)QX "v S`QTQbBiBQM RXk- r2 ?p2 i?i









LQr- +QMbB/2` i?2 ~i HQ+H ?QKQKQ`T?BbK Bq '( (Ap "k B) Qp!kB
























) = /BK(Bq) + ?i(
Q
p"k B + A"k q
). UkXyXkV
*QK#BMBM; UkXyXRV M/ UkXyXkV vB2H/b iQ URV
?i(Q) = ?i(p) + ?i(q) + ?i( Q
p"k B + A"k q
).
UkV "v bBKBH` bi2Tb M/ #v mbBM; S`QTQbBiBQM RX8 M/ `2TH+BM; ?i(') rBi? G(')-
r2 ;2i i?i




















G2i S := (A\p)" (B \ q) M/ H := S
!1Q
pAp " Bq + Ap " qBq










$= (!A(p)"k !B(q))H .
6m`i?2`- G2KK kX8 BKTHB2b i?i !A(p) "k !B(q) Bb  *Q?2M@J+mHv `BM; M/
ky
i?2`27Q`2
G(!A(p)"k !B(q))H = /BK(!A(p)"k !B(q))H
= ?i( Q
p"k B + A"k q
). UkXyX8V
>2M+2- #v +QK#BMBM; UkXyXjV- UkXyX9V M/ UkXyX8V r2 ;2i UkVX !
S`QQ7 Q7 h?2Q`2K kXkX
h?2 BKTHB+iBQMb URV-UkV-UjV `2 Q#pBQmbX bbmK2 i?i UjV ?QH/bX G2i p M/ q
#2 T`BK2 B/2Hb Q7 A M/ B- `2bT2+iBp2HvX LQiB+2 i?i ~i ?QKQKQ`T?BbKb biBb7v :.
U:QBM; .QrMV (jk- h?2Q`2K R8XR) M/ mM/2` :.- Q#pBQmbHv- KBMBKH T`BK2b +QMi`+i
iQ KBMBKH T`BK2bX aQ- KBMBKH T`BK2b Q7 A"k B











X h?i Bb- KBMBKH T`BK2b Q7 A " B Qp2`
p"kB+A"k q +QMi`+i iQ p M/ q BM A M/ B- `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2`27Q`2- #v S`QTQbBiBQM
kXR- ?i(p"k B + A"k q) = ?i(p) + ?i(q)X "v h?2Q`2K kXR- r2 Q#iBM
?i(p) + ?i(q) = ?i(p"k B + A"q) = G(p"k B + A"k q) = G(p) +G(q).
Ai 7QHHQrb i?i
?i(p)'G(p) = G(q)' ?i(q).
h?2 H27i bB/2 Bb  MQM@M2;iBp2 [mMiBiv r?BH2 i?2 Qi?2` bB/2 Bb  MQM@TQbBiBp2 QM2 #v
S`QTQbBiBQM RXjX h?2`27Q`2- G(p) = ?i(p) M/ ?i(q) = G(q)X >2M+2- A M/ B `2
*Q?2M@J+mHv `BM;b #v h?2Q`2K RXRX
kR
bbmK2 MQr i?i U9V ?QH/bX G2i Q #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 A "k B rBi? p := A # Q
M/ q := B # QX aBM+2 A M/ B `2 *Q?2M@J+mHv `BM;b- G(p) = G(pp) M/
G(q) = G(qq)X h?2`27Q`2- #v S`QTQbBiBQM kXR-
/BK((A"k B)Q) = ?i(QQ) = ?i(p) + ?i(q) + ?i(
Q
p"k B + A"k q
)
= G(p) +G(q) + ?i( Q
p"k B + A"k q
) = G((A"k B)Q).
>2M+2- (A "k B)Q Bb  *Q?2M@J+mHv `BM;- 7Q` 2p2`v T`BK2 B/2H QX h?2`27Q`2- #v







h?Bb b2+iBQM /2Hb rBi? i?2 i`Mb72` Q7 `2;mH`Biv- :Q`2Mbi2BM2bb- +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM-
M/ a2``2Ƕb +QM/BiBQMb iQ LQ2i?2`BM i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 k@H;2#`bX
:Bp2M  LQ2i?2`BM `BM; A M/  TQbBiBp2 BMi2;2` n- i?2 bQ@+HH2/ a2``2Ƕb +QM/BiBQMb
`2 /2}M2/ b 7QHHQrb,
(Rn) Ap Bb `2;mH`- 7Q` 2p2`v p & aT2+(A) rBi? ?i(p) * nX
(Sn) G(Ap) . JBM(/BK(Ap), n)- 7Q` 2+? p & aT2+(A)X
LQiB+2 i?i A biBb}2b (Rn) 7Q` 2+? n Bb 2[mBpH2Mi iQ A #2BM;  `2;mH` `BM;X
aBKBH`Hv- A biBb}2b (Sn) 7Q` 2+? n Bb 2[mBpH2Mi iQ A #2BM;  *Q?2M@J+mHv `BM;
kj
(jk- TX R3j)X a2``2Ƕb +QM/BiBQMb i`Mb72` i?`Qm;? ~i ?QKQKQ`T?BbKb Q7 LQ2i?2`BM
`BM;b- b b?QrM #2HQrX
S`QTQbBiBQM jXR U(RN- S`QTQbBiBQMb kXRXRe M/ kXkXkR)V ǳG2i f : A '( B #2 
~i ?QKQKQ`T?BbK Q7 LQ2i?2`BM `BM;bX G2i Q & aT2+(B) M/ b2i q := Q#AX h?2M,
URV A7 BQ biBb}2b (Sn) U`2bTX- (Rn)V- i?2M bQ /Q2b AqX
UkV A7 A M/ !A(p)"A B- p & aT2+(A)- biBb7v (Sn) U`2bTX- (Rn)V- i?2M bQ /Q2b BXǴ
A i Bb FMQrM i?i  LQ2i?2`BM i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 irQ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b Bb :Q`2Mbi2BM
(je)X h?Bb b2+iBQM 72im`2b i?2 2ti2MbBQM Q7 i?Bb `2bmHi iQ  KQ`2 ;2M2`H +QMi2ti Q7
i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 k@H;2#`b- BM //BiBQM iQ i?2 i`Mb72` Q7 +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM M/
a2``2Ƕb +QM/BiBQMbX h?2 KBM i?2Q`2K `2/b b 7QHHQrb,
h?2Q`2K jXR U(9y- h?2Q`2K e)V ǳG2i A M/ B #2 irQ k@H;2#`b bm+? i?i A"kB
Bb LQ2i?2`BMX h?2M,
URV A"k B Bb  HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM U`2bTX- :Q`2Mbi2BMV `BM; B7 M/ QMHv B7
bQ `2 A M/ BX
UkV A"k B biBb}2b (Sn) B7 M/ QMHv B7 bQ /Q A M/ BX
UjV A7 A"k B Bb `2;mH`- i?2M bQ `2 A M/ BX
U9V A7 A"k B biBb}2b (Rn)- i?2M bQ /Q A M/ BX
U8V h?2 +QMp2`b2b Q7 UjV M/ U9V ?QH/ B7 k Bb T2`72+iXǴ
k9
_2+HH i?i k Bb bB/ iQ #2 T2`72+i B7 2p2`v UH;2#`B+V 2ti2MbBQM Q7 k Bb b2T`#H2c
2[mBpH2MiHv- 2Bi?2` +?`(k) = 0 Q` +?`(k) = p rBi? k =
#
ap | a & k
$
(R9- Ȝ 9-
.2}MBiBQM k) M/ (R9- Ȝ d- S`QTQbBiBQM k M/ *Q`QHH`v)X h?2 T`QQ7 Q7 i?2 i?2Q`2K
`2[mB`2b i?2 7QHHQrBM; T`2HBKBM`v `2bmHibX
G2KK jXR U(9y- *Q`QHH`v k)V ǳG2i f : A '( B #2  ~i ?QKQKQ`T?BbK Q7
LQ2i?2`BM `BM;bX h?2M,
URV A7 A M/ i?2 }#2`b !A(p)"AB- p & aT2+(A)- `2 `2;mH` U`2bTX- HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2
BMi2`b2+iBQM- :Q`2Mbi2BMV `BM;b- i?2M bQ Bb BX
UkV A7 B Bb  HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM U`2bTX- :Q`2Mbi2BMV `BM;- i?2M bQ `2 i?2
}#2`b !A(p)"A B- p & aT2+(A)XǴ
S`QQ7X URV G2i Q #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 B M/ b2i q := Q # AX *QMbB/2` i?2 BM/m+2/








$= (!A(q)"A B) Qq
qBq
.
aBM+2 A M/ !A(q)"AB `2 `2;mH` U`2bTX- HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQMb- :Q`2Mbi2BMV-
Aq M/ (!A(q) "A B) Qq
qBq
`2 `2;mH` U`2bTX- +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQMb- :Q`2Mbi2BMVX "v
h?2Q`2Kb RXk M/ RXj- BQ Bb `2;mH` U`2bTX-  +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM- :Q`2Mbi2BMVX aBM+2
Q Bb M `#Bi``v T`BK2 B/2H Q7 B- B Bb `2;mH` U`2bTX- HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM-
:Q`2Mbi2BMVX
UkV G2i p #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 AX A7 p Bb MQi  +QMi`+iBQM Q7 Mv T`BK2 Q7 B i?2M
pB = B UbBM+2 f biBb}2b :.V M/ ?2M+2 i?2`2 Bb MQi?BM; iQ b?QrX L2ti- bmTTQb2
k8








#2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 T
M/ MQiB+2 i?i q"p#Ap = ppc i?i Bb- q"#A = pX *QMbB/2` i?2 BM/m+2/ ?QKQKQ`T?BbK
Ap '( Bq" X aBM+2 B Bb HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM U`2bTX- :Q`2Mbi2BMV- i?2M bQ Bb Bq" X







Bb  +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM U`2bTX- :Q`2Mbi2BMV `BM;X
aBM+2 i?Bb ?QH/b 7Q` `#Bi``v T`BK2 B/2Hb Q7 T - bQ T Bb  HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM
U`2bTX- :Q`2Mbi2BMV `BM;- T`QpBM; UkVX !
G2KK jXk ǳG2i f : A '( B #2  7Bi?7mHHv ~i ?QKQKQ`T?BbK Q7 LQ2i?2`BM `BM;bX
A7 B Bb HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM U`2bTX- :Q`2Mbi2BMV- i?2M bQ Bb AXǴ
S`QQ7X bbmK2 i?i B Bb HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM U`2bTX- :Q`2Mbi2BMVX aBM+2 f Bb
7Bi?7mHHv ~i- aT2+(B) ( aT2+(A) Bb bm`D2+iBp2 (k- 1tX Re- TX 98)X G2i p #2  T`BK2
B/2H Q7 A M/ H2i q  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 B bm+? i?i p = A # qX h?2M- Bq Bb  +QKTH2i2
BMi2`b2+iBQM U`2bTX- :Q`2Mbi2BMV `BM;X *QMbB/2` i?2 BM/m+2/ ~i HQ+H ?QKQKQ`T?BbK
Ap '( BqX "v h?2Q`2K RXj- Ap Bb  +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM U`2bTX- :Q`2Mbi2BMV `BM;-
+QKTH2iBM; i?2 T`QQ7X !
h?2 7QHHQrBM; H2KK ?M/H2b i?2 +QMp2`b2 Q7 h?2Q`2K RXk M/ S`QTQbBiBQM jXRX
G2KK jXj U(9y- *Q`QHH`v 9)V ǳG2i f : A '( B #2  7Bi?7mHHv ~i ?QKQKQ`@
T?BbK Q7 LQ2i?2`BM `BM;bX h?2M,
URV A7 B Bb `2;mH` U`2bTX-  +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM- :Q`2Mbi2BMV- i?2M bQ Bb AX
UkV A7 B biBb}2b (Sn) U`2bTX- (Rn)V- i?2M bQ /Q2b AXǴ
ke
S`QQ7X h?2 T`QQ7 bi2Tb `2 bBKBH` iQ i?Qb2 BM G2KK jXRX !
G2KK jX9 ǳG2i f : A '( B #2  ~i ?QKQKQ`T?BbK Q7 LQ2i?2`BM `BM;bX G2i
q & aT2+(B) M/ b2i p := A#qX bbmK2 i?i pB = qX h?2M Bq Bb  :Q`2Mbi2BM U`2bTX-
+QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQMV `BM; B7 M/ QMHv B7 bQ Bb ApXǴ






= !B(q)- b pB = qX h?2`27Q`2- h?2Q`2K RXj H2/b iQ i?2 +QM+HmbBQMX !
G2KK jX8 U(je- h?2Q`2K kXk)V ǳG2i K M/ L #2 irQ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b Q7 k bm+?
i?i K "k L Bb LQ2i?2`BMX h?2M- K "k L Bb :Q`2Mbi2BMXǴ
S`QQ7X G2i q #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 K "k LX aBM+2 K "k L Bb LQ2i?2`BM- q Bb }MBi2Hv
;2M2`i2/c i?i Bb- i?2`2 2tBbi mi & K "k L 7Q` i = 1, 2, . . . , n 7Q` bQK2 n bm+? i?i
q = (m1, . . . , mn)X 1+? mi =
)ni
j=1 "ji "k #ji 7Q` bQK2 "ji & K M/ #ji & LX G2i
S :=
*n
i=1{"1i , . . . , "nii} M/ H2i V := k(S) i?2 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 k ;2M2`i2/ #v SX
LQiB+2 i?i V % K M/- bBM+2 L Bb ~i Qp2` k- V "kL % K"kLX G2i p := (V "kL)#q
M/ MQiB+2 i?i q = p(K"kL) b qǶb ;2M2`iQ`b `2 BM V X aBM+2 K Bb 7Bi?7mHHv ~i Qp2`
V - K "k L $= K "V (V "k L) Bb 7Bi?7mHHv ~i Qp2` V "k L #v (jk- TX 9e)X "v G2KK
jX9- (K "k L)q Bb :Q`2Mbi2BM B7 M/ QMHv B7 bQ Bb (V "k L)pX 6m`i?2`- #v *Q`QHH`v RXd-
bBM+2 V Bb }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ Qp2` k M/ L Bb :Q`2Mbi2BM- V "k L Bb :Q`2Mbi2BM- M/
bQ Bb (V "k L)pX >2M+2 (K "k L)q Bb :Q`2Mbi2BMX aBM+2 q Bb `#Bi``v- r2 b?Qr2/ i?i
K "k L Bb :Q`2Mbi2BMX !
kd
G2i mb `2+HH ;BM :`Qi?2M/B2+FǶb `2bmHi i?i ǳi?2 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 irQ 2ti2MbBQM
}2H/b Q7 k Bb `2;mH` T`QpB/2/ QM2 Q7 i?2K Bb }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ M/ b2T`#H2 Qp2` kǴ
(k9)X
G2KK jXe U(9y- S`QTQbBiBQM 8)V ǳG2i K M/ L #2 irQ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b Q7 k bm+?
i?i K "k L Bb LQ2i?2`BMX h?2M,
URV K "k L Bb  HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM `BM;X
UkV A7 k Bb T2`72+i- i?2M K "k L Bb `2;mH`XǴ
S`QQ7X URV JBKB+ G2KK jX8 7i2` bm#biBimiBM; ǵUHQ+HHvV +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQMǶ 7Q`
ǵ:Q`2Mbi2BMǶX
UkV >2`2 iQQ KBKB+ G2KK jX8 7i2` bm#biBimiBM; ǵ`2;mH`Ƕ 7Q` ǵ:Q`2Mbi2BMǶ M/ mb2
:`Qi?2M/B2+FǶb 7Q`2K2MiBQM2/ `2bmHiX !
S`QQ7 Q7 h?2Q`2K jXRX URV G2i Q #2  T`BK2 Q7 A "k B rBi? p := A # Q M/
q := B # QX "v bBKBH` bi2Tb Q7 S`QTQbBiBQM kXR M/ mbBM; h?2Q`2K RXj- QM2 +M
b22 i?i (A "k B)Q Bb  +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM U`2bTX- :Q`2Mbi2BMV `BM; B7 M/ QMHv
B7 Ap- Bq M/ (!A(p) "k !B(q))H `2 +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM U`2bTX- :Q`2Mbi2BMV `BM;b-
r?2`2 S := (A \ p)" (B \ q) M/ H := S
!1Q
pAp " Bq + Ap " qBq
X "v G2KK jXe U`2bTX-
jX8V- !A(p) "k !B(q) Bb  HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM U`2bTX- :Q`2Mbi2BMV `BM; M/
bQ Bb (!A(p) "k !B(q))H X Ai 7QHHQrb i?i (A "k B)Q Bb  +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM U`2bTX-
:Q`2Mbi2BMV `BM; B7 M/ QMHv B7 bQ `2 Ap M/ BqX aQ- B7 A M/ B `2 HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2
BMi2`b2+iBQM U`2bTX- :Q`2Mbi2BMV `BM;b- bQ Bb A "k BX *QMp2`b2Hv- bBM+2 A "k B Bb
7Bi?7mHHv ~i Qp2` A U`2bTX- BV- i?2M i?2 i`Mb72` Q7 HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM M/
:Q`2Mbi2BM2bb iQ A M/ B Bb ;m`Mi22/ #v G2KK jXkX
k3
UkV A7 A"k B biBb}2b USnV- i?2MA M/ B biBb7v USnV #v G2KK jXjX *QMp2`b2Hv-
7QHHQrBM; bBKBH` bi2Tb Q7 URV- r2 ?p2 !A(p)"k !B(q) Bb *Q?2M@J+mHv #v h?2Q`2K
kXk M/ i?2`27Q`2 Bi biBb}2b USnVX 6m`i?2`- bBM+2 A M/ B biBb7v USnV- bQ /Q Ap M/
BqX 6BMHHv- #v S`QTQbBiBQM jXR- A"k B biBb}2b USnVX
UjV M/ U9V aBKBH` `;mK2Mib Q7 URV H2/ iQ i?2 +QM+HmbBQM pB G2KK jXjX
U8V amTTQb2 k Bb T2`72+ic BX2X- 2p2`v 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 k Bb b2T`#H2X G2i Q #2
 T`BK2 B/2H Q7 A "k B rBi? p := A # Q M/ q := B # QX aBM+2 A M/ B `2
`2;mH`- Ap M/ Bq `2 `2;mH`X "v G2KK jXe- bBM+2 k Bb T2`72+i M/ !A(p)"k !B(q)
Bb LQ2i?2`BM- !A(p)"k !B(q) Bb `2;mH`X h?2`27Q`2- (!A(p)"k !B(q))H Bb `2;mH`X "v
bBKBH` bi2Tb Q7 S`QTQbBiBQM kXR M/ G2KK jXR- Bi Bb 2bBHv b22M i?i bBM+2 Ap- Bq
M/ (!A(p)"k !B(q))H `2 `2;mH`- (A"k B)Q Bb `2;mH`- +QKTH2iBM; i?2 T`QQ7 Q7 i?2
i?2Q`2KX !
 +QmMi2`@2tKTH2 iQ i?2 +QMp2`b2 Q7 h?2Q`2K jXRUjV Bb ;Bp2M #2HQrX i i?Bb TQBMi-
`2+HH i?i  `2;mH` HQ+H `BM; Bb M BMi2;`H /QKBM (jy- h?2Q`2K Re9)X
1tKTH2 jXk U(9y- _2K`F d)V G2i k #2 M BKT2`72+i }2H/ rBi? +?`(k) = 3X
>2M+2- i?2`2 2tBbib a & k bm+? i?i x3 ' a ?b MQ `QQi BM kX h?2M- K := k[x]
(x3 ' a) =
k(#)- 7Q` # := x̄- Bb  bTHBiiBM; }2H/ Q7 x3'a = (x'#)3X h?2`27Q`2- K"kK $=
K[x]
(x3 ' a)
Bb MQi  `2;mH` `BM; - bBM+2 i?2 HQ+HBxiBQM rBi? `2bT2+i iQ (x' #) Bb MQi M BMi2;`H






h?Bb b2+iBQM /2Hb rBi? i?2 i`Mb72` Q7 `2;mH`Biv iQ i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 2ti2MbBQM }2H/bX
S`2+Bb2Hv- Bi 2bi#HBb?2b M2+2bb`v M/ bm{+B2Mi +QM/BiBQMb 7Q` i?2 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 irQ
2ti2MbBQM }2H/b Q7 k iQ BM?2`Bi `2;mH`Biv mM/2` p`BQmb bbmKTiBQMb Q7 b2T`#BHBivX
h?2M- KQM; i?2 TTHB+iBQMb- i?2 `2bmHib `2 2ti2M/2/ iQ `2bB/mHHv b2T`#H2 k@
H;2#`bX
_2+HH i?i- BM +QMi`bi iQ i?2 MQiBQMb Q7 *Q?2M@J+mHv- :Q`2Mbi2BM- M/ +QK@
TH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM `BM;b- i?2 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 irQ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b Q7 k M22/ MQi #2
`2;mH`- BM ;2M2`H Ub22 1tKTH2 jXkVX a2p2`H +b2b ?p2 #22M +Qp2`2/ `2;`/BM; i?2
i`Mb72` Q7 `2;mH`Biv iQ i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ibX :`Qi?2M/B2+F T`Qp2/ i?i i?2 i2MbQ` T`Q/@
m+i Q7 irQ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b K M/ L Bb `2;mH` T`QpB/2/ i?i 2Bi?2` K Q` L Bb }MBi2Hv
jy
;2M2`i2/ Qp2` k M/ B7 K Bb b2T`#H2 Qp2` k Ub22 G2KK RXkVX AM (9y)- i?2 mi?Q`b
b?Qr2/ i?i 7Q` irQ k@H;2#`b A M/ B- B7 A "k B Bb LQ2i?2`BM- i?2M A "k B Bb
`2;mH` B7 M/ QMHv B7 A M/ B `2 `2;mH` Uh?2Q`2K jXRV BM i?2 bT2+BH +b2 r?2`2 k
Bb T2`72+i UBX2X- 2p2`v UH;2#`B+V 2ti2MbBQM Q7 k Bb b2T`#H2VX Gi2`- (Rk) i+FH2/ KQ`2
;2M2`H b2iiBM;bc BM+Hm/BM;- i?2 +b2b r?2`2 QM2 Q7 i?2 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b K Q` L Bb Tm`2Hv
BMb2T`#H2- MQ`KH- Q` H;2#`B+ Qp2` k- Q`  T`Q/m+i Q7 i?2 b2T`#H2 +HQbm`2 M/ i?2
Tm`2Hv BMb2T`#H2 +HQbm`2 Q7 kX h?2 +b2 r?2`2- 7Q` BMbiM+2- K Bb Tm`2Hv BMb2T`#H2
Q` MQ`KH Qp2` k- Q` T`Q/m+i Q7 i?2 b2T`#H2 +HQbm`2 M/ i?2 Tm`2Hv BMb2T`#H2 +HQ@
bm`2 Q7 k Bb ?M/H2/ BM h?2Q`2K 9XRX h?2 +b2 r?2`2 K Bb H;2#`B+ Bb 2bi#HBb?2/ BM
*Q`QHH`v 9X8X
_2+HH i?i  LQ2i?2`BM k@H;2#` A Bb bB/ iQ #2 ;2QK2i`B+HHv `2;mH` Qp2` k B7
A "k F Bb `2;mH` 7Q` 2p2`v }MBi2 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ F Q7 kc BM T`iB+mH`- A Bb `2;mH`X
h?2 mi?Q`b Q7 (Rk) /2}M2/  M2r +Hbb Q7 k@H;2#`b +HH2/ `2bB/mHHv b2T`#H2X Ai
im`Mb Qmi i?i `2;mH` `2bB/mHHv b2T`#H2 k@H;2#`b `2 ;2QK2i`B+HHv `2;mH`X h?2
+QMp2`b2- BM ;2M2`H- Bb MQi i`m2 b BHHmbi`i2/ #v 1tKTH2 9XdX qBi? i?Bb +Hbb- M2r
+b2b ?p2 #22M BMp2biB;i2/ BM h?2Q`2K 9Xe r?B+? ;2M2`HBx2b h?2Q`2K jXRX
amTTQb2 k ?b +?`+i2`BbiB+ pX G2i K M/ L #2 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b Q7 k bm+? i?i K
Bb UH;2#`B+V Tm`2Hv BMb2T`#H2 Qp2` kc BX2X- 7Q` 2p2`v x & K i?2`2 2tBbib M BMi2;2`
n bm+? i?i xpn & k U+7X (R9- TX oXk9)VX h?2M- #v (R9- S`QTQbBiBQM 8- TX oXke)- K
+M #2 2K#2//2/ BM M H;2#`B+ +HQbm`2 Q7 L pB  mMB[m2 ?QKQKQ`T?BbK u i?i
+ib b M B/2MiBiv KT QM kX 6m`i?2`- u(K) Bb Tm`2Hv BMb2T`#H2X h?2`27Q`2- BM bm+?
 +b2- r2 +M bbmK2 i?i K M/ L `2 +QMiBM2/ BM  +QKKQM }2H/X q2 /2MQi2
i?2 b2T`#H2 +HQbm`2 M/ i?2 Tm`2Hv BMb2T`#H2 +HQbm`2 Q7 k BM K #v Ks M/ Ki-
jR
`2bT2+iBp2HvX _2+HH 7m`i?2`- B7 K M/ L `2 bm#}2H/b Q7  +QKKQM }2H/ !- i?2M K
M/ L `2 HBM2`Hv /BbDQBMi B7 2p2`v 7`22 bm#b2i Q7 K U`2bTX- LV Qp2` k Bb HbQ 7`22 Qp2`
L U`2bTX- KVc 2[mBpH2MiHv- B7 K "k L Bb  /QKBM U+7X (R9- TX oXRj)VX
q2 MQr MMQmM+2 i?2 }`bi KBM i?2Q`2K Q7 i?Bb b2+iBQMX
h?2Q`2K 9XR U(Rk- h?2Q`2K kX9)V ǳG2i K M/ L #2 irQ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b Q7 k bm+?
i?i K "k L Bb LQ2i?2`BMX bbmK2 i?i K = KiKs M/ H2i Ki = k(S) 7Q` bQK2
;2M2`iBM; bm#b2i S Q7 KiX h?2M- i?2 7QHHQrBM; bb2`iBQMb `2 2[mBpH2Mi,
URV K "k L Bb `2;mH`c
UkV Ki "k L Bb  /QKBMc
UjV Ki "k L Bb  }2H/c
U9V [k(S ") : k] = [L(S ") : L]- 7Q` 2+? }MBi2 bm#b2i S " Q7 Sc
U8V Ki # L(S ") = k(S ")- 7Q` 2+? }MBi2 bm#b2i S " Q7 SXǴ
6Q` i?2 T`QQ7 Q7 i?Bb i?2Q`2K- r2 M22/ i?2 7QHHQrBM; H2KKbX
G2KK 9XR U(Rk- G2KK kXR)V ǳG2i A #2  ;2QK2i`B+HHv `2;mH` k@H;2#` M/ K
M 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 k bm+? i?i A"k K Bb LQ2i?2`BMX h?2M- A"k K Bb `2;mH`XǴ
S`QQ7X G2i " /2MQi2 i?2 b2i Q7 HH }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b Q7 k +QMiBM2/
BM K M/ H2i
R := A"k K = HBK&
E'!
R(E)
r?2`2 R(E) := A"kE- 7Q` 2+? E & "X L2ti- H2i P & aT2+(R) rBi? PE := P #R(E)-
7Q` 2+? E & "X
jk
ai2T R, q2 b?Qr i?i ǳB7 F & " bm+? i?i PER = PFR 7Q` 2+? E & "
+QMiBMBM; F - i?2M P = PFRXǴ AM/22/- H2i F & " bm+? i?i PER = PFR 7Q` 2+?
E & " +QMiBMBM; F X G2i x & P X h?2M- i?2`2 2tBbib E " & " bm+? i?i x & R(E ")- M/
i?mb x & PE"RX q?2M+2- x & PF (E") = PFR- r?2`2 F (E ") /2MQi2b i?2 +QKTQbBi2 }2H/
Q7 F M/ E " BM KX Ai 7QHHQrb i?i P = PFR- T`QpBM; i?2 +HBKX
ai2T k, q2 +HBK i?i ǳi?2`2 2tBbib E & " rBi? P = PERXǴ AM/22/- bbmK2-
7Q` +QMi`/B+iBQM- i?i PER ! P 7Q` Mv E & " UMQiB+2 i?i mM/2` i?Bb ?vTQi?2bBb
K Bb M2+2bb`BHv BM}MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ Qp2` kc BX2X- K /& "VX *?QQb2 E1 & "X "v ai2T
R- i?2`2 2tBbib E2 & " +QMiBMBM; E1 bm+? i?i PE1R ! PE2RX Ai2`iBM; i?Bb T`Q+2bb
vB2H/b i?2 7QHHQrBM; BM}MBi2 +?BM Q7 B/2Hb BM R PE1R ! ... ! PEnR ! ... ! P - r?2`2
i?2 E "js & "X h?Bb Bb #bm`/- b R Bb LQ2i?2`BMX
ai2T j, q2 b?Qr i?i ǳPRP Bb ;2M2`i2/ #v M RP @`2;mH` b2[m2M+2XǴ "v ai2T
k- P = PER 7Q` bQK2 E & "X LQi2 i?i RP := (A "k K)P $= (R(E)PE "E K)P M/
PRP $= (PER(E)PE "E K)RP rBi? PER(E)PE #2BM; i?2 KtBKH B/2H Q7 R(E)PE X
b E Bb }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ Qp2` k- R(E) Bb `2;mH` U`2+HH i?i A Bb ;2QK2i`B+HHv
`2;mH`VX >2M+2 R(E)PE Bb  `2;mH` HQ+H `BM;X "v (jy- h?2Q`2K ReN)- PER(E)PE
Bb ;2M2`i2/ #v M R(E)PE @`2;mH` b2[m2M+2 x1, ..., xrX 6m`i?2`- Bi Bb 2bBHv b22M i?i




RP $= PRP - x1%E11 , ...,
xn%E1
1 Bb M RP @`2;mH` b2[m2M+2 Q7 PRP X








2bi#HBb?BM; i?2 Hbi bi2TX
Ai 7QHHQrb- #v (jy- h?2Q`2K Rey)- i?i RP Bb `2;mH`- +QKTH2iBM; i?2 T`QQ7X !
jj
G2KK 9Xk U(Rk- G2KK kXR)V ǳG2i A M/ B #2 k@H;2#`b bm+? i?i A Bb ;2QK2i@
`B+HHv `2;mH`X h?2M- A "k B Bb `2;mH` B7 M/ QMHv B7 B Bb `2;mH` M/ A "k B Bb
LQ2i?2`BMXǴ
S`QQ7X L2+2bbBiv ?QH/b #v h?2Q`2K jXRUjVX 6Q` bm{+B2M+v- H2i P & aT2+(A "k B)
rBi? q := B # P X q2 b?Qr i?i (A "k B)P Bb `2;mH`X LQiB+2 i?i r2 Hrvb ?p2
i?2 BM/m+2/ ~i HQ+H ?QKQKQ`T?BbK Bq ( (A"k B)P X aBM+2 B Bb `2;mH`- i?2M bQ Bb
BqX >2M+2- Bi Bb 2MQm;? iQ b?Qr i?i (A"k !B(q)) Pq
A!kqq
Bb `2;mH` r?B+? rQmH/ BKTHv
i?i (A"k B)P Bb `2;mH` #v h?2Q`2K RXkX "mi- i?Bb Bb  HQ+HBxiBQM Q7  LQ2i?2`BM
i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 A rBi? M 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 kX aQ- Bi Bb `2;mH` #v G2KK 9XRX !
AM T`iB+mH`- B7 K Bb  b2T`#H2 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 kc BX2X- K Bb ;2QK2i`B+HHv `2;mH`
#v G2KK RXk U+7X (jk- TX RN3)V- i?2 #Qp2 H2KK bb2`ib i?i ǳK "k A Bb `2;mH` B7
M/ QMHv B7 A Bb `2;mH` M/ K "k A Bb LQ2i?2`BMXǴ
S`QQ7 Q7 h?2Q`2K 9XRX qBi?Qmi HQbb Q7 ;2M2`HBiv r2 Kv bbmK2 i?i +?`(k) =
p )= 0 M/ i?i k Bb BKT2`72+i #v G2KK jXeX q2 `2/m+2 i?2 T`QQ7 iQ i?2 +b2 r?2`2
K Bb Tm`2Hv BMb2T`#H2 #v i?2 7QHHQrBM; bi2TbX aBM+2 Ks Bb  b2T`#H2 2ti2MbBQM
}2H/ Q7 k- Ks "k Ki Bb `2/m+2/ (99- *?TX AAA- ȜR8- h?2Q`2K jN)X JQ`2Qp2`- bBM+2 Ki
Bb H;2#`B+- /BK(Ks "k Ki) = 0 #v .Bb+mbbBQM kXj M/ i?2`27Q`2 Bi ?b QM2 mMB[m2
KBMBKH T`BK2 B/2H #v (9R- S`QTQbBiBQM kU+V)X >2M+2- Ks "k Ki Bb HQ+HX "mi bBM+2 Bi
Bb `2/m+2/- BX2X- LBH(Ks "k Ki) = 0- Bi Bb  }2H/X L2ti- +QMbB/2` i?2 ?QKQKQ`T?BbK
$ : Ks "k Ki '( K /2}M2/ #v a "k b ,( ab mbBM; i?2 #BHBM2` KT (a, b) ( abX
aBM+2 K = KsKi- $ Bb bm`D2+iBp2- M/ bBM+2 Bi Bb MQi  x2`Q KT M/ Ks "k Ki Bb 
}2H/- Bi Bb BMD2+iBp2X h?2`27Q`2- K $= Ks "k KiX LQr- K "k L Bb `2;mH` B7 M/ QMHv B7
j9
Ks "k (Ki "k L) Bb `2;mH`X aBM+2 Ks Bb b2T`#H2- i?Bb ?QH/b B7 M/ QMHv B7 Ki "k L Bb
`2;mH` #v G2KK 9XkX >2M+2- rBi?Qmi HQbb Q7 ;2M2`HBiv- r2 Kv bbmK2 K Bb Tm`2Hv
BMb2T`#H2 Qp2` kX h?2`27Q`2- #v bBKBH` `;mK2Mi b #Qp2- K"k L Bb M `iBM HQ+H
`BM;X Ai 7QHHQrb i?2M URV -UkV-UjV-URV #v (jy- h?2Q`2K Re9) Ur?B+? bii2b i?i 
`2;mH` HQ+H `BM; Bb  /QKBMVX 6m`i?2`KQ`2- UkV/U9V #v (R9- S`QTQbBiBQM 8UV- TX
oXRj) M/ i?i K"kL $= K"k(S") (k(S ")"kL) $= K"k(S")L(S ") bBM+2 i?2 7+i ǳK"kL
Bb  /QKBMǴ Bb 2[mBpH2Mi iQ ǳK M/ L `2 HBM2`Hv /BbDQBMi Qp2` kǴX HbQ- #v  bBKBH`
`;mK2Mi- UkV-U8VX
U8V-UjV G2i " #2 i?2 +QHH2+iBQM Q7 HH }MBi2 bm#b2ib Q7 S M/ MQiB+2 i?i K =
HBK'(S"'! k(S
")X aBM+2 K "k L $= HBK'(S"'!(k(S
")"k L) #v (k- 1tX ky- TX jj)- Bi Bb 2MQm;?
iQ b?Qr i?i k(S ") "k L Bb  }2H/ 7Q` 2p2`v }MBi2 bm#b2i S " Q7 SX G2i x & S M/-
rBi?Qmi HQbb Q7 ;2M2`HBiv- bbmK2 i?i x )& kX aBM+2 K Bb Tm`2Hv BMb2T`#H2 Qp2`
k M/ +?`(k) = p )= 0- [k(x) : k] = pm 7Q` bQK2 m . 1 M/ x ?b  KBMBKH
TQHvMQKBH ypm ' a- r?2`2 a = xpm X P#b2`p2 i?i x & S % K- M/ #v KBMBKHBiv Q7
i?2 TQHvMQKBH M/ U8V- xpr )& K # L = k- 7Q` 2+? BMi2;2` r < mX LQiB+2 HbQ i?i
Xp
m ' a = (Xpr ' xpr)pm#r - 7Q` 2+? BMi2;2` r < m- M/ bQ Bi Bb B``2/m+B#H2 Qp2` LX
h?2`27Q`2- k(x) "k L $= L[X](Xpm!a) $= L(x) Bb  }2H/X q2 T`Q+22/ #v BM/m+iBQM QM i?2
H2M;i? Q7 S "X G2i S " = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} M/ MQiB+2 i?i
k(x1, x2, . . . , xn)"k L $= k(x1, x2, . . . , xn)"k(x1,x2,...,xn#1) (k(x1, x2, . . . , xn!1)"k L).
"v BM/m+iBQM-
k(x1, x2, . . . , xn!1)"k L $= L(x1, x2, . . . , xn!1).
j8
6m`i?2`- #v U8V r2 ?p2
k(x1, x2, . . . , xn!1) % k(x1, x2, . . . , xn) # L(x1, x2, . . . , xn!1)
% K # L(x1, x2, . . . , xn!1) = k(x1, x2, . . . , xn!1).
q2 Q#iBM
k(x1, x2, . . . , xn!1)(xn) # L(x1, x2, . . . , xn!1) = k(x1, x2, . . . , xn!1).
h?2`27Q`2 #v bBKBH` bi2Tb `2TH+BM; k #v k(x1, x2, . . . , xn!1)- r2 ;2i i?i
k(x1, x2, . . . , xn)"k L $= k(x1, x2, . . . , xn!1)(xn)"k(x1,x2,...,xn#1) L(x1, x2, . . . , xn!1)
$= L(x1, x2, . . . , xn)
+QKTH2iBM; i?2 T`QQ7 Q7 i?2 i?2Q`2KX !
L2ti- r2 T`QpB/2  bBKTH2 BHHmbi`iBp2 2tKTH2 Q7 i?2 T`2pBQmb i?2Q`2KX
1tKTH2 9Xk Ua22 HbQ (Rk- 1tKTH2 kX8)V G2i p #2  T`BK2 BMi2;2`- x M/ y irQ
BM/2i2`KBMi2b Qp2` Zp :=
Z
pZ
X G2i k := Zp(xp)- K := k(x) M/ L := k(y)X h?2M- K
M/ L `2 #Qi? }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ 2ti2MbBQM Qp2` k M/ ?2M+2 K "k L Bb LQ2i?2`BMX
LQiB+2 HbQ i?i K Bb Tm`2Hv BMb2T`#H2 Qp2` k- M/ i?i K # L = k M/ K # L(x) =
k(x)X h?2`27Q`2- #v h?2Q`2K 9XRU8V- K "k L Bb `2;mH`X
Ai Bb HbQ TQbbB#H2 iQ +QMbi`m+i 2tKTH2b Q7 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib- Q7 irQ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b
Q7 k- i?i `2 HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM #mi MQi `2;mH` #v  bBKTH2 pBQHiBQM Q7
je
h?2Q`2K 9XRU8Vc BX2X- r?2M k ! K % L bm+? i?i K Bb Tm`2Hv BMb2T`#H2 Qp2` kX
1tKTH2 9Xj Ua22 (Rk- 1tKTH2 kXd)V G2i x #2 M BM/2i2`KBMi2 Qp2` Zp- k :=
Zp(xp)- M/ K := L := Zp(x)X h?2M- K "k L Bb LQ2i?2`BM- M/ i?2`27Q`2 Bi Bb HQ+HHv
+QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM #v G2KK jXeX aBM+2 K # L )= k- K "k L Bb MQi `2;mH` #v
h?2Q`2K 9XRU8VX
AM (9y)- i?2 mi?Q`b T`QpB/2/ M 2tKTH2 Q7  i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 irQ }2H/b BM i?2
7Q`K K "k K 7Q` r?B+? Bi Bb HQ+HHv +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM #mi MQi `2;mH` U1tKTH2
jXkVX h?2 M2ti +Q`QHH`v T`QpB/2b M2+2bb`v M/ bm{+B2Mi +QM/BiBQMb r?2M bm+?  7Q`K
Q7 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Bb `2;mH`X
*Q`QHH`v 9X9 U(Rk- *Q`QHH`v kXe)V ǳG2i K #2 M 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 kX h?2 7QHHQr@
BM; bb2`iBQMb `2 2[mBpH2Mi,
URV K "k K Bb `2;mH`c
UkV K "k K Bb LQ2i?2`BM M/ K Bb b2T`#H2 Qp2` kc
UjV K Bb }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ M/ b2T`#H2 Qp2` kc
U9V K "k L Bb `2;mH`- 7Q` 2+? 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ L Q7 kc
U8V K Bb }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ Qp2` k M/  T`QD2+iBp2 K "k K@KQ/mH2XǴ
S`QQ7X UkV-UjV 7QHHQrb 7`QK .Bb+mbbBQM kXj- UjV-U9V Bb ?M/H2/ #v G2KK RXk-
U9V-URV Bb i`BpBH UrBi? L = KV- M/ UjV/U8V Bb  T`iB+mH` +b2 Q7 (ky- h?2Q`2K
dXRy- TX RdN)X
jd
URV-UkV bbmK2 i?i K "k K Bb `2;mH`X h?2M- Bi Bb LQ2i?2`BM M/ i?2`27Q`2
#v .Bb+mbbBQM kXj- Bi Bb  }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 kX q2 b?Qr i?i K Bb
b2T`#H2 Qp2` kX 6B`bi- H2i E #2 M 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 k BM K M/ MQiB+2 i?i
K "k K $= K "E (E "k K)
$= K "E (K "k E)
$= (K "E K)"k E.
Ai 7QHHQrb- #v h?2Q`2K jXRUjV- i?i K"EK Bb `2;mH`X G2i B #2  }MBi2 i`Mb+2M/2M+2
#bBb Q7 K Qp2` k M/ H2i E #2 i?2 H;2#`B+ b2T`#H2 +HQbm`2 Q7 k(B)X >2M+2- #v (R9-
S`QTQbBiBQM Rj- TX oX99)- K Bb Tm`2Hv BMb2T`#H2 Qp2` EX "v h?2Q`2K 9XRU8V- rBi?
L = K M/ Ki = K- K = Ki # L(S) = E(S) = EX aQ- K Bb b2T`#H2 Qp2` kX !
h?2 BMp2biB;iBQM Q7 i?2 +b2 r?2M K Q` L Bb H;2#`B+ Qp2` k Bb ?M/H2/ #2HQr
#2HQr- M/ Bi ;2M2`HBx2b bHB;?iHv (9R- S`QTQbBiBQM 3)- bBM+2 B7 K Bb b2T`#H2 Qp2` k-
i?2M K "k L Bb `2/m+2/ (99- *?TX AAA- ȜR8- h?2Q`2K jN)X
*Q`QHH`v 9X8 U(Rk- *Q`QHH`v kX3)V ǳG2i K M/ L #2 irQ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/b Q7 k bm+?
i?i K "k L Bb LQ2i?2`BMX bbmK2 i?i K Bb H;2#`B+ Qp2` kX h?2M- i?2 7QHHQrBM;
bb2`iBQMb `2 2[mBpH2Mi,
URV K "k L Bb UpQM L2mKMMV `2;mH`c
UkV K "k L Bb `2/m+2/c
UjV K "k L Bb  }MBi2 T`Q/m+i Q7 }2H/bX
j3
A7- BM //BiBQM- K Bb b2T`#H2 M/ L Bb :HQBb Qp2` k bm+? i?i K M/ L `2 +QMiBM2/
BM M H;2#`B+ +HQbm`2 Q7 k- i?2M i?2 #Qp2 bii2K2Mib `2 2[mBpH2Mi iQ,
U9V n := [K # L : k] < +X
JQ`2Qp2`- K "k L Bb BbQKQ`T?B+ iQ i?2 T`Q/m+i Q7 n +QTB2b Q7 i?2 }2H/ K(L)XǴ
S`QQ7X _2+HH i?i  `2;mH` `BM; Bb `2/m+2/ #v  +QK#BMiBQM Q7 (jy- h?2Q`2K Re9)
M/ (jy- h?2Q`2K Re3)X PM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/-  `2/m+2/ x2`Q@/BK2MbBQMH `BM; Bb pQM
L2mKMM `2;mH` #v (jy- 1tX kk- TX e9)X 6m`i?2`- #v (9R- G2KK y)- B7  x2`Q@
/BK2MbBQMH pQM L2mKMM `BM; Bb LQ2i?2`BM- Bi Bb  }MBi2 T`Q/m+i Q7 }2H/bX "v (RN-
*Q`QHH`v kXkXky)-  }MBi2 T`Q/m+i Q7 `2;mH` `BM;b Bb `2;mH`X h?2`27Q`2- QM  x2`Q@
/BK2MbBQMH LQ2i?2`BM `BM;- i?2 #Qp2 MQiBQMb `2 2[mBpH2MiX LQr- B7 K M/ L `2
2ti2MbBQM }2H/b Q7 k bm+? i?i K Bb H;2#`B+ Qp2` K M/ K "k L Bb LQ2i?2`BM- i?2M
/BK(K "k L) = 0 #v (jd- h?2Q`2K jXR)- M/ i?2`27Q`2 URV/UkV/UjVX 6m`i?2`- B7 i?2
Hbi bb2`iBQM ?QH/b- i?2M #v (9R- S`QTQbBiBQM 3)- r2 ;2i UjV/U9VX !
.2}MBiBQM 9XR  k@H;2#` R Bb bB/ iQ #2 `2bB/mHHv b2T`#H2- B7 !R(p) Bb b2T`#H2
Qp2` k- 7Q` 2+? p & aT2+(R)X
a2p2`H 2tKTH2b Q7 `2bB/mHHv b2T`#H2 k@H;2#`b +M #2 2bBHv +QMbi`m+i2/X 6Q`
BMbiM+2- H2i K #2  b2T`#H2 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 k M/ H2i A := K[x](x)X h?2M- A Bb
HQ+H UBM 7+i- pHmiBQMV `BM; rBi? QMHv irQ T`BK2 B/2Hbc MK2Hv- 0 M/ xAX h?2B`
`2bB/m2 }2H/b `2 K(x) M/ K- `2bT2+iBp2Hv- M/ bQ #Qi? `2 b2T`#H2 Qp2` kX
AM Q`/2` iQ 2KT?bBx2 i?2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 i?Bb +Hbb Q7 k@H;2#`b- M2ti r2 b?Qr
i?i- BM i?Bb +Hbb- `2;mH`Biv +QBM+B/2b rBi? ;2QK2i`B+H `2;mH`BivX
jN
G2KK 9Xj G2i A #2  `2bB/mHHv b2T`#H2 k@H;2#`X h?2M A Bb `2;mH` B7 M/ QMHv
B7 A Bb ;2QK2i`B+HHv `2;mH`X
S`QQ7X b b?QrM BM i?2 BMi`Q/m+iBQM Q7 i?Bb b2+iBQM- B7 A Bb ;2QK2i`B+HHv `2;mH`- i?2M
Bi Bb `2;mH`X LQr- bbmK2 i?i A Bb `2;mH` M/ H2i K #2  }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ 2ti2MbBQM
}2H/ Q7 kX >2M+2- A "k K Bb LQ2i?2`BMX G2i P #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 A "k K M/ b2i
p := A#P X aBM+2 !A(p) Bb b2T`#H2 M/ K Bb }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/- !A(p)"kK Bb `2;mH`
G2KK RXkX aBM+2 Ap Bb `2;mH` M/ (!A(p) "k K)H Bb `2;mH`- r?2`2 H = Pppp%kK -
(A"kK)P Bb `2;mH` #v h?2Q`2K RXkX aBM+2 P Bb `#Bi``v- A"kK Bb `2;mH`X 6m`i?2`-
bBM+2 K Bb `#Bi``v- A Bb ;2QK2i`B+HHv `2;mH`X !
L2ti- r2 MMQmM+2 i?2 b2+QM/ i?2Q`2K Q7 i?Bb b2+iBQMX
h?2Q`2K 9Xe U(Rk- h?2Q`2K kXRR)V ǳG2i A M/ B #2 k@H;2#`b bm+? i?i A"k B
Bb LQ2i?2`BMX *QMbB/2` i?2 7QHHQrBM; bb2`iBQMb,
URV A- B M/ !A(p)"k !B(q) `2 `2;mH`- 7Q` 2+? (p, q) & aT2+(A)0 aT2+(B)c
UkV B M/ A"k !B(q) `2 `2;mH`- 7Q` 2+? q & aT2+(B)c
UjV A M/ !A(p)"k B `2 `2;mH`- 7Q` 2+? p & aT2+(A)c
U9V A"k B Bb `2;mH`c
U8V A M/ B `2 `2;mH`X
h?2M URV-UkV U`2bTX- UjVV - U9V - U8VX A7 A UQ` BV Bb `2bB/mHHv b2T`#H2- i?2M
HH bb2`iBQMb `2 2[mBpH2MiǴ
9y
S`QQ7X h?2 }`bi bii2K2Mi Bb ?M/H2/ #v  +QK#BMiBQM Q7 G2KK jXR- G2KK jXj M/
h?2Q`2K jXRX L2ti- bbmK2 i?i A M/ B `2 `2;mH` M/ A Bb `2bB/mHHv b2T`#H2X
G2i (p, q) & aT2+(A)0aT2+(B)X h?2M- !A(p)"k!B(q) Bb LQ2i?2`BM Ui?`Qm;? [mQiB2Mi
M/ HQ+HBxiBQMV M/ ?2M+2 Bi Bb `2;mH` #v G2KK 9Xk- r?B+? HbQ KF2 !A(p)"k B
M/ A"k!B(q) `2;mH` #v i?2 }`bi bii2K2MiX h?2`27Q`2- i?2 bb2`iBQMb BM i?2 i?2Q`2K
7HH /QrM iQ ǳA"k B Bb `2;mH` B7 M/ QMHv B7 A M/ B `2 `2;mH`XǴ !
h?2 7QHHQrBM; 2tKTH2 b?Qrb i?i i?2 #Qp2 BKTHB+iBQMb `2 MQi `2p2`bB#H2 BM
;2M2`HX Ai HbQ b?Qrb i?i G2KK 9Xk /Q2b MQi ?QH/- BM ;2M2`H- 7Q` Tm`2Hv BMb2T`#H2
2ti2MbBQMbX Ai HbQ T`QpB/2b M 2tKTH2 Q7  ;2QK2i`B+HHv `2;mH` k@H;2#` i?i Bb
MQi `2bB/mHHv b2T`#H2X
1tKTH2 9Xd U(Rk- 1tKTH2 kXRk)V G2i k #2 M BKT2`72+i }2H/ Q7 +?`+i2`BbiB+ p
M/ K  Tm`2Hv BMb2T`#H2 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 kX G2i u & K bm+? i?i [k(u) : k] = pe
7Q` bQK2 e . 2X h?2M- a := upe & kX G2i r & {1, . . . , e ' 1} M/ A := k[x](xpe#r!a)X
LQiB+2 i?i xpe#r ' a Bb B``2/m+B#H2 #v bBKBH` `;mK2Mi BM i?2 Hbi T`i Q7 h?2Q`2K
9XR M/ i?2`27Q`2 (xpe#r ' a) Bb  KtBKH B/2H bBM+2 k[x]X >2M+2- A Bb HQ+H `2;mH`
rBi? KtBKH B/2H m := (xpe#r ' a)A bBM+2 k[x] Bb `2;mH`X 6m`i?2`- k(u) "k A $=
k(u)"k k[x]"k[x] (k[x](xpe#r!a)) $= S!1k(u)[x] Bb `2;mH` #v (jy- h?2Q`2K RdR M/ 1tX






Bb }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ M/ Tm`2Hv BMb2T`#H2 Qp2` kX h?Bb b?Qrb i?i A Bb MQi `2bB/mHHv




Bb MQi `2;mH` #v h?2Q`2K 9XRU8VX HbQ- 7Q` Mv }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/
2ti2MbBQM }2H/ L Q7 k- A "k L $= S!1L[x] Bb `2;mH`X h?2`27Q`2 A Bb ;2QK2i`B+HHv
9R






G2i A M/ B #2 irQ k@H;2#`b M/ H2i Q #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 A"k B rBi? p := Q#A
M/ q := Q # BX h?Bb b2+iBQM /2Hb rBi? i?2 +Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M i?2 2K#2//BM;
/BK2MbBQMb Q7 (A "k B)Q M/ Ap- BqX hrQ KBM +b2b `2 BM Q`/2`X h?2 }`bi QM2 Bb
r?2M A := K Bb  b2T`#H2 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 kX h?2 b2+QM/ QM2 Bb r?2M A UQ` BV
Bb `2bB/mHHv b2T`#H2X 6Q` i?Bb Tm`TQb2-  M2r BMp`BMi Bb BMi`Q/m+2/ M/ bim/B2/-
r?B+? `2Hi2b i?2 2K#2//BM; /BK2MbBQM Q7  HQ+H `BM; iQ i?2 2K#2//BM; /BK2MbBQM
Q7 Bib }#2`bX 6m`i?2`- i?2 bT2+BH +b2 Q7 TQHvMQKBH `BM;b Bb HbQ 2tKBM2/- b Bi rBHH
THv  T`BKQ`/BH `QH2 BM i?2 BMp2biB;iBQM Q7 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ibX
G2i f : (A,m, ) '( (B, n) #2  HQ+H ?QKQKQ`T?BbK Q7 LQ2i?2`BM `BM;bX :Bp2M
9j













LQiB+2 i?i (I + m2)/(m2) U`2bTX- (IB + n2)/(n2)V Bb  bm#bT+2 Q7 m /m2 U`2bTX-
n / n2VX h?2`27Q`2- µA(I) U`2bTX- µB(IB)V `2T`2b2Mib i?2 KtBKmK MmK#2` Q7 2H2K2Mib
BM I U`2bTX- IBV i?i `2 T`i Q7  KBMBKH #bBb 7Q` m U`2bTX- n)X HbQ- B7 x1, . . . , xr & m
bm+? i?i f(x1), . . . , f(xr) `2 T`i Q7  KBMBKH #bBb Q7 n- i?2M x1, . . . , xr `2 T`i Q7
 KBMBKH #bBb Q7 m Ub22 _2K`F 8XRVX Ai 7QHHQrb i?i
0 * µB(IB) * µA(I) * 2K#/BK(A) = µA(m).
"v i?2 ;2M2`HBx2/ T`BM+BTH B/2H i?2Q`2K (jy- h?2Q`2K R8k)- r2 Hrvb ?p2
2K#/BK(A) . /BK(A) M/- ?2M+2- i?2 U2K#2//BM;V +Q/BK2MbBQM Q7 A Bb ;Bp2M #v
+Q/BK(A) := 2K#/BK(A)' /BK(A).
AM T`iB+mH`- A Bb `2;mH` B7 M/ QMHv B7 +Q/BK(A) = 0X L2ti- r2 bii2 T`2T`iQ`v
`2bmHib i?i rBHH bBKTHB7v i?2 BMp2biB;iBQM- Hi2`X
S`QTQbBiBQM 8XR U(j- S`QTQbBiBQM kXR)V ǳG2i f : (A,m) ( (B, n) #2  HQ+H ?QKQ@
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KQ`T?BbK M/ H2i I #2 M B/2H Q7 AX h?2M,









S`QQ7X 6QHHQrb 7`QK i?2 7+ib i?i IB + n
2
n2





BbQKQ`T?B+ iQ n /IB
(n /IB)2
X !
_2K`F 8XR A7 x1, . . . , xr & m bm+? i?i f(x1), . . . , f(xr) `2 T`i Q7  KBMBKH #bBb
Q7 n- i?2M x1, . . . , xr `2 T`i Q7  KBMBKH #bBb Q7 mX AM/22/- B7
)r
i=1 aixi & m2 7Q`
bQK2 a1, . . . , ar & A- i?2M
)r
i=1 f(ai)f(xi) & n2X aBM+2 f(x1), . . . , f(xr) `2 T`i Q7 
KBMBKH #bBb Q7 n- f(ai) & n 7Q` 2+? i- M/ ?2M+2 ai & m 7Q` 2+? i UbBM+2 A Bb HQ+HVX
*Q`QHH`v 8Xk U(j- *Q`QHH`v kXk)V ǳG2i f : (A,m) ( (B, n) #2  HQ+H ?QKQKQ`@
T?BbK M/ H2i I #2 M B/2H Q7 AX h?2M,
2K#/BK(B) * 2K#/BK(A)' 2K#/BK(A
I




2K#/BK(B) * 2K#/BK(A) + 2K#/BK( B
mB
).Ǵ U8XyX9V
S`QQ7X _2+HH i?i µB(IB) * µA(I)X "v S`QTQbBiBQM 8XR- µA(I) = 2K#/BK(A) '
2K#/BK(AI )X "v i?2b2 Q#b2`piBQMb- r2 Q#iBM i?2 }`bi 2[miBQMX AM T`iB+mH`- B7
I = m- r2 Q#iBM i?2 b2+QM/ QM2X !
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h?2 M2ti +Q`QHH`v ;2M2`HBx2b h?2Q`2K RXk 7m`i?2`- M/ T`QpB/2b  bm{+B2Mi +QM@
/BiBQM 7Q` i?2 i`Mb72` Q7 `2;mH`BivX
*Q`QHH`v 8Xj U(j- *Q`QHH`v kXj)V ǳG2i f : (A,m) ( (B, n) #2  HQ+H ?QKQKQ`@
T?BbK i?i biBb}2b :.X h?2M,












S`QQ7X aBM+2 f biBb}2b :.- #v (jk- h?2Q`2K R8XR)- /BK(B) = /BK(A) + /BK( B
mB
)X
am#i`+iBM; i?Bb 7`QK 1[miBQM U8XyXRV vB2H/b URVX //BM; 2K#/BK(A) iQ #Qi? bB/2b
M/ bm#i`+iBM; µB(mB) 7`QK #Qi? bB/2b vB2H/b UkVX P#b2`p2 i?i 2K#/BK(A) =
µA(m) . µB(mB)- M/ i?i i?2 +Q/BK2MbBQMb `2 MQM@M2;iBp2 [mMiBiB2bX A7 QM2 bB/2
Bb MmHH- i?2M bQ Bb i?2 Qi?2` bB/2- 7Q`+BM; HH i?2 [mMiBiB2b iQ #2 MmHHX >2M+2- r2 Q#iBM
UjVX !
*Q`QHH`v 8X9 U(j- *Q`QHH`v kX9)V ǳG2i f : (A,m) ( (B, n) #2  HQ+H ?QKQKQ`@
T?BbK i?i biBb}2b :.X h?2M,





Bb `2;mH`- i?2M +Q/BK(B) * +Q/BK(A)XǴ
S`QQ7X q2 Q#iBM URV #v *Q`QHH`v 8Xj M/ Q#b2`pBM; i?i 2K#/BK(A) . µB(mB)X
bb2`iBQM UkV Bb  bT2+BH +b2 Q7 URV- rBi? +Q/BK( B
mB
) = 0X !
L2ti- r2 MMQmM+2 M/ T`Qp2 i?2 }`bi KBM i?2Q`2K Q7 i?Bb b2+iBQMX
9e
h?2Q`2K 8X8 U(j- h?2Q`2K jXR)V ǳG2i R #2  LQ2i?2`BM `BM; M/ H2i X1, . . . , Xn
#2 BM/2i2`KBMi2b Qp2` RX G2i Q #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 R[X1, . . . , Xn] rBi? q := Q # RX
h?2M,
2K#/BK(R[X1, . . . , Xn])Q = 2K#/BK(Rq) + 2K#/BK
'
(!R(q)[X1, . . . , Xn]) Qq
qRq [X1,...,Xn]
(
= 2K#/BK(Rq) + ?i(
Q
q[X1, . . . , Xn]
).Ǵ
S`QQ7X LQiB+2 }`bi- bBM+2 !R(q)[X1, . . . , Xn] Bb `2;mH`-
?i( Qq
qRq[X1, . . . , Xn]
) = ?i( Q













h?mb- Bi Bb 2MQm;? iQ b?Qr i?2 b2+QM/ 2[mHBivX _2+HH i?i B7 R Bb  HQ+H `BM; rBi?
KtBKH B/2H m- M/ B7 a & m \m2- i?2M 2K#/BK(R) = 2K#/BK( R(a))+1 (jy- h?2Q`2K
R8N)X HbQ- MQiB+2 i?i R[X1, . . . , Xn]Q $= Rq[X1, . . . , Xn]Qq X h?2`27Q`2- r2 `2/m+2 i?2
T`Q#H2K iQ  LQ2i?2`BM HQ+H `BM; R rBi?  KtBKH B/2H m bm+? i?i Q # R = mX
G2i m = (a1, . . . , ar)- r?2`2 r = 2K#/BK(R)X q2 T`Q+22/ #v BM/m+iBQM QM nX bbmK2
n = 1X q2 ?p2 irQ +b2bc MK2Hv- Q = (a1, . . . , ar) Q` Q = (a1, . . . , ar, f)- r?2`2 f
Bb B``2/m+B#H2 Qp2` !(m) #v (jy- h?2Q`2K k3)X AM #Qi? +b2b- r2 T`Q+22/ #v BM/m+iBQM
QM rX
*b2 R, ǳQ = (a1, . . . , ar)XǴ 6B`bi- MQiB+2 i?i i?2 KT R '( R[X1]Q /2}M2/ #v
a ,( a1 Bb BMD2+iBp2 bBM+2 B7
a
1 = 0- i?2`2 2tBbib g & R[X1] \ Q bm+? i?i ag = 0X aBM+2
9d
g )& Q 1 m[X1]- i?2M QM2 Q7 Bib +Q2{+B2Mib Bb  mMBi BM RX h?2`27Q`2- a = 0X >2M+2- r2
Kv B/2MiB7v a1 b a BM R[X1]QX LQr- B7 r = 0- i?2M m = 0 M/ bQ Q = 0X aQ- bbmK2
r . 1- M/ MQiB+2 i?i ai )= 0 7Q` HH i b b22M #Qp2X >2M+2- 2K#/BK(R[X1]Q) . 1X
h?2`27Q`2- rBi?Qmi HQbb Q7 ;2M2`HBiv- bbmK2 a1 )& Q2QX q?2M+2- #v (jy- h?2Q`2K R8N)-







) = r ' 1.
>2M+2- 2K#/BK(R[X1]Q) = rX
*b2 k, ǳQ = (a1, . . . , ar, f)XǴ LQi2 i?i Qm[X1] = (f̄) )= 0 BM !R(m)[X1]X h?2`27Q`2-
?i( Q
m[X1]
) = 1X A7 r = 0- i?2M R Bb  }2H/ M/ i?2`27Q`2 R[X1] Bb `2;mH`X >2M+2-
2K#/BK(R[X1]Q) = 1X L2ti- bbmK2 r . 1X q2 +HBK i?i m[X1]Q )% Q2QX .2MvX q2
;2i i?i Q2Q = m[X1]+f 2R[X1]QX h?Bb BKTHB2b i?i
QQ
Q2Q
$= fR[X1]QX "v (jy- h?2Q`2K
R83)- QQ = fR[X1]QX LQiB+2 MQr i?i- B7 a & m- i?2M a & fR[X1]QX h?2`27Q`2- i?2`2
2tBbi s, t & R[X1] \Q M/ g & R[X1] bm+? i?i fgt = sta & m[X1]X b f )& m[X1]- r2
Kmbi ?p2 gt & m[X1] % QX >2M+2- a & Q2QX Ai2`iBM; i?2 T`Q+2bb 2p2MimHHv vB2H/b
a & #Qn = 0 bBM+2 R[X1]Q Bb  LQ2i?2`BM HQ+H `BM; #v (jy- h?2Q`2K dN)X q2 Q#iBM
i?i m[X1]Q = 0X aBM+2 i?2 KT R '( R[X1]Q Bb BMD2+iBp2- i?Bb vB2H/b iQ m = 0- 
+QMi`/B+iBQMX h?2`27Q`2- bbmK2 rBi?Qmi HQbb Q7 ;2M2`HBiv- i?i a := a1 )& Q2QX "v
BM/m+iBQM M/ bBKBH` `;mK2Mib Q7 *b2 R- r2 ;2i i?i 2K#/BK(R[X1]Q) = 1 + rX
L2ti- bbmK2 i?i n . 2 M/ Q # R = m- M/ b2i R[t] := R[X1, . . . , Xt] M/
m[t] := m[X1, . . . , Xt] 7Q` t & {1, . . . , n}X G2i Q" := Q # R[n ' 1]X "v BM/m+iBQM- r2
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?p2





2K#/BK(R[n' 1]Q") = 2K#/BK(R) + ?i(
Q"
m[n' 1]).






















2K#/BK(R[n]Q) = 2K#/BK(R) + ?i(
Q"




= 2K#/BK(R) + ?i( Q
m[n]
)
+QKTH2iBM; i?2 T`QQ7 Q7 i?2 i?2Q`2KX !
h?2 7QHHQrBM; +Q`QHH`v Bb  bBKTH2 TTHB+iBQM Q7 h?2Q`2K 8X8 r?B+? `2+Qp2`b i?2
+HbbB+H `2bmHi QM i?2 i`Mb72` Q7 `2;mH`Biv iQ TQHvMQKBH `BM;bX
*Q`QHH`v 8Xe U(j- *Q`QHH`v jXk)V ǳG2i R #2  LQ2i?2`BM `BM; M/ H2i X1, . . . , Xn
#2 BM/2i2`KBMi2b Qp2` RX G2i Q #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 R[X1, . . . , Xn] rBi? q = Q # RX
9N
h?2M,
+Q/BK(R[X1, . . . , Xn]Q) = +Q/BK(Rq). U8XyX8V
AM T`iB+mH`- R[X1, . . . , Xn] Bb `2;mH` B7 M/ QMHv B7 bQ Bb RXǴ
S`QQ7X R[X1, . . . , Xn]Q Bb  ~i HQ+H 2ti2MbBQM Q7 RqX >2M+2- #v (jk- h?2Q`2K R8XR)-
/BK(R[X1, . . . , Xn]Q) = /BK(Rq) + ?i(
Q
q[X1, . . . , Xn]
)X LQr- +QK#BM2 i?Bb 7+i rBi?
h?2Q`2K 8X8X !
G2i R #2  `BM; M/ S  KmHiBTHB+iBp2Hv +HQb2/ bm#b2i Q7 RX G2i P #2  T`BK2 B/2H
Q7 R bm+? i?i P # S = 2X h?2M- (RS)PS $= RP X qBi? i?Bb Q#b2`piBQM M/ h?2Q`2K
8X8- i?2 M2ti +Q`QHH`v +?`+i2`Bx2b i?2 `2;mH`Biv Q7 HQ+HBxiBQMb Q7 TQHvMQKBH `BM;b
Q7 RX 6m`i?2`- Bi `2Hi2b i?2 `2;mH`Biv Q7 R iQ irQ 7KQmb +Hbb2b Q7 HQ+HBxiBQMb Q7
TQHvMQKBH `BM;bc MK2Hv- L;i `BM;b M/ a2``2Ƕb +QMD2+im`2 `BM;bX G2i X1, . . . , Xn
#2 BM/2i2`KBMi2 Qp2` RX h?2 `BM; R(X1, . . . , Xn) := R[X1, . . . , Xn]S- r?2`2 S Bb i?2
b2i Q7 HH TQHvMQKBHb BM R[X1, . . . , Xn] 7Q` r?B+? i?2B` +Q2{+B2Mib ;2M2`i2 R- Bb +HH2/
L;i `BM;X G2i R3X4 := R[X]U - r?2`2 U #2 i?2 b2i Q7 HH KQMB+ TQHvMQKBHb Q7
R[X]- M/ R3X1, . . . , Xn4 := R3X1, . . . , Xn!143Xn4X h?2M- R3X1, . . . , Xn4 Bb +HH2/
a2``2Ƕb +QMD2+im`2 `BM;X
*Q`QHH`v 8Xd U(j- *Q`QHH`v jXj)V ǳG2i R #2  LQ2i?2`BM `BM;- X1, . . . , Xn BM/2@
i2`KBMi2b Qp2` R- M/ S  KmHiBTHB+iBp2Hv +HQb2/ bm#b2i Q7 R[X1, . . . , Xn]X h?2M,
URV R[X1, . . . , Xn]S Bb `2;mH` B7 M/ QMHv B7 Rp Bb `2;mH` 7Q` 2+? T`BK2 B/2H p Q7
R bm+? i?i p[X1, . . . , Xn] # S = 2X
8y
UkV AM T`iB+mH`- R(X1, . . . , Xn)- R3X1, . . . , Xn4- R[X1, . . . , Xn] M/ R `2 `2;mH`
B7 M/ QMHv B7 QM2 Q7 i?2K Bb `2;mH`XǴ
S`QQ7X URV G2i Q #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 R[X1, . . . , Xn]S M/ H2i Q = PS 7Q` bQK2 UmMB[m2V
T`BK B/2H P Q7 R[X1, . . . , Xn]X q2 ?p2
(R[X1, . . . , Xn]S)PS
$= R[X1, . . . , Xn]P
bQ i?i i?2v b?`2 i?2 bK2 E`mHH M/ 2K#2//BM; /BK2MbBQMbX G2i p := P #RX h?2M-
p[X1, . . . , Xn] # S % P # S = 2X 6m`i?2`- r2 ?p2
Q
p[X1, . . . , Xn]S
$= (
P
p[X1, . . . , Xn]
)S"
r?2`2 S " Bb i?2 BK;2 Q7 S BM R
p
[X1, . . . , Xn]X >2M+2-
?i( Q
p[X1, . . . , Xn]S
) = ?i(( P
p[X1, . . . , Xn]
)S") = ?i(
P
p[X1, . . . , Xn]
).
>2M+2- #v *Q`QHH`v 8Xe- r2 ;2i
+Q/BK(R[X1, . . . , Xn]PS) = +Q/BK(R[X1, . . . , Xn]P ) = +Q/BK(Rp).
UkV 6QHHQrb 7`QK bb2`iBQM URV M/ i?2 7+i i?i i?2 KmHiBTHB+iBp2 b2ib Q7 2+? Q7
L;iǶb M/ a2``2Ƕb +QMD2+im`2 `BM;b /Q MQi BMi2`b2+i rBi? i?2 2ti2MbBQMb Q7 T`BK2
B/2Hb Q7 RX !
h?`Qm;?Qmi- ;Bp2M irQ k@H;2#`b A M/ B bm+? i?i A"k B Bb LQ2i?2`BM M/ Q
8R
 T`BK2 B/2H Q7 A"kB rBi? p := A#Q M/ q = B#Q- r2 mb2 i?2 7QHHQrBM; MQiiBQM
7Q` i?2 BMp`BMi µ iQ bBKTHB7v i?2 2tT`2bbBQMb BM i?2 +QKBM; `2bmHib,
µQ(pp) := µ(A%kB)Q(pp(A"k B)Q)
µQ(qq) := µ(A%kB)Q(qq(A"k B)Q).
L2ti- r2 bii2 i?2 b2+QM/ KBM i?2Q`2K Q7 i?Bb b2+iBQMX
h?2Q`2K 8X3 U(j- h?2Q`2K 9Xk)V ǳG2i K #2  b2T`#H2 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 k M/
A  k@H;2#` bm+? i?i K "k A Bb LQ2i?2`BMX G2i Q #2  T`BK2 Q7 K "k A rBi?









= 2K#/BK(Ap) + 2K#/BK
!




6Q` i?2 T`QQ7 Q7 i?Bb i?2Q`2K- r2 }`bi 2bi#HBb? i?2 7QHHQrBM; `2bmHibX
S`QTQbBiBQM 8Xk U(j- S`QTQbBiBQM 9XR)V ǳG2i A M/ B #2 irQ k@H;2#`b bm+? i?i
A "k B Bb LQ2i?2`BM M/ H2i Q #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 A "k B rBi? p = Q # A M/
q = Q #BX h?2M,
URV 2K#/BK(A"k B)Q = µQ(pp) + 2K#/BK(!A(p)"k B) Qp
pp!kB
X
UkV +Q/BK(A"k B)Q + (2K#/BK(Ap)' µQ(pp)) = +Q/BK(Ap) + +Q/BK(!A(p)"k B) Qp
pp!kB
X





S`QQ7X .B`2+i TTHB+iBQM Q7 S`QTQbBiBQM 8XR M/ *Q`QHH`v 8XjX !
G2KK 8XR U(j- G2KK 9Xj)V ǳG2i A M/ B #2 irQ k@H;2#`b bm+? i?i A "k B
Bb LQ2i?2`BM M/ H2i Q #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 A"k B rBi? p := Q #A M/ q := Q #BX
bbmK2 i?i QQ = (p"k B + A"k q)QX h?2M,
URV µQ(pp) = 2K#/BK(Ap) M/- bBKBH`Hv- µQ(qq) = 2K#/BK(Bq)X
UkV 2K#/BK(A"k B)Q = 2K#/BK(Ap) + 2K#/BK(Bq)XǴ
S`QQ7X q2 T`Q+22/ i?`Qm;? irQ bi2TbX
ai2T R, bbmK2 i?i K := B Bb  }2H/ 2ti2MbBQM Q7 kX >2M+2- q = 0 M/ QQ =
(p "k K)QX G2i r := 2K#/BK(A) M/ H2i a1, . . . , ar & p bm+? i?i pp = (a11 , . . . ,
ar
1 )X
q2 `;m2 #v BM/m+iBQM QM rX A7 r = 0- i?2M pp = 0 M/ i?2`27Q`2 QQ = 0X h?2`27Q`2-
2K#/BK(A"k K)Q = 0 = r- M/ µQ(pp) = 0X LQr- bbmK2 i?i r . 1X q2 +HBK i?i
2K#/BK(A"kK)Q . 1X .2MvX h?2M- (A"kK)Q Bb `2;mH` M/ i?2`27Q`2 Ap Bb `2;mH`
#v h?2Q`2K RXkX HbQ- r = /BK(Ap) = 0 bBM+2 /BK(A "k K)Q = 0 #v RXkX q?2M+2-
pp = 0  +QMi`/B+iBQMX h?2`27Q`2- 2K#/BK(A "k K)Q . 1X bbmK2- rBi?Qmi HQbb Q7
;2M2`HBiv- a11 )& QQ \Q2QX h?2M-
Q
(a1)%kK






























= r ' 1.
8j
h?2`27Q`2- #v (jy- h?2Q`2K R8N)- 2K#/BK(A"k K)Q = r = 2K#/BK(A)X h?2M- bBM+2
QQ = (p "k K)Q- (!A(p) "k K) Qp
pp!kK
Bb  }2H/X "v S`QTQbBiBQM 8XkURV- µQ(pp) =
2K#/BK(A"k K)Q = 2K#/BK(Ap)X
ai2T k, amTTQb2 i?i B Bb M `#Bi``v k@H;2#`X aBM+2 QQ = (p"kB+A"k q)Q-
(!A(p)"k !B(q)) QS
pp!kB+A!kqq
Bb  }2H/- r?2`2 S = {a"k b | a & A\p, b & B\q}X h?2`27Q`2- #v TTHvBM; S`QTQbBiBQM
8XkURV irB+2 M/ bBKBH` `;mK2Mib b #Qp2 H2/ iQ
2K#/BK(A"k B)Q = µQ(pp) + µ Qp
pp!kB




















$= (p"k !B(q)) Qq
A!kqq
.
"v ai2T R- r2 ?p2
µ Qp
pp!kB





(pp) = 2K#/BK(Ap)X "v _2K`F 8XR-
µ Qq
A!kqq
(pp) = µ Q
A!kq
(pp) * µQ(pp) * 2K#/BK(Ap).
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>2M+2- µQ(pp) = 2K#/BK(Ap)X aBKBH`Hv- µQ(qq) = 2K#/BK(Bq)- b /2bB`2/X !
G2KK 8Xk U(j- G2KK 9X9 M/ ai2T j Q7 h?2Q`2K 9Xk)V ǳG2i K #2 M 2ti2M@
bBQM }2H/ Q7 k M/ A  k@H;2#` bm+? i?i K "k A Bb LQ2i?2`BMX G2i P #2  T`BK2
B/2H Q7 K"kA rBi? p := P #AX h?2M- i?2`2 2tBbib  }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/
E Q7 k +QMiBM2/ BM K bm+? i?i- 7Q` 2+? BMi2`K2/Bi2 }2H/ F #2ir22M E M/ K M/
Q := P # (F "k A)- r2 ?p2
URV 2K#/BK(K "k A)P = 2K#/BK(F "k A)QX
UkV ?i( P
K "k p
) = ?i( Q
F "k p
)XǴ
S`QQ7X G2i K "k p % P0 ! P1 ! · · · ! Pn = P #2  KtBKH +?BM Q7 /BbiBM+i T`BK2
B/2Hb Q7 K"kAX aBKBH` `;mK2Mib b BM i?2 T`QQ7 Q7 G2KK jX8- b?Qr i?i- 7Q` 2+?
i- i?2`2 2tBbib  }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Ei Q7 k +QMiBM2/ BM K bm+? i?i
Pi = Qi(K "k A) = K "Ei Qi- r?2`2 Qi = Pi # (Ei "k A)X
G2i E := k(5ni=1Ei)X h?2M- E Bb  }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 k +QMiBM2/
BM K bm+? i?i Pi = Q"i(K "k A) = K "E Q"i- 7Q` 2+? i- r?2`2 Q"i = Pi # (E "k A)X
aBM+2 Pi ! Pi+1 7Q` 2+? i = 0, . . . , n ' 1- i?2M Q"i ! Q"i+1X a2i Q" := Q"nX >2M+2-
?i( P
K "k p
) = n * ?i( Q
"
E "k p
)X 6m`i?2`- bBM+2 E"kA '( K"kA Bb  ~i 2ti2MbBQM- Bi
biBb}2b :. M/ bQ ?i( Q
"
E "k p
) * ?i( P
K "k p
)X h?2`27Q`2- ?i( P
K "k p




LQr TTHv G2KK 8XR iQ K "k A $= K "E (E "k A) iQ ;2i 2K#/BK(K "k A)P =
2K#/BK(E"kA)Q" X GBF2rBb2- i?2 #Qp2 `;mK2Mib ?QH/ 7Q` Mv 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ #2ir22M
E M/ K- +QKTH2iBM; i?2 T`QQ7X !
S`QQ7 Q7 h?2Q`2K 8X3X q2 T`Qp2 i?2 i?2Q`2K BM i?`22 bi2TbX
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$= (K "k !A(p)) Qp
K!kpp
.
aBM+2 K Bb H;2#`B+ b2T`#H2 Qp2` k M/ K"kA Bb LQ2i?2`BM- K"k !A(p) Bb `2;mH`X
"v *Q`QHH`v 9X8- K"k!A(p) Bb }MBi2 T`Q/m+i Q7 }2H/b M/ i?2`27Q`2 (K"k!A(p)) Qp
K!kpp
Bb  }2H/X >2M+2- i?2 B/2H (K "k p)Q Bb KtBKH BM i?2 HQ+H `BM; (K "k A)Q- M/ bQ
Bi Kmbi #2 QQX aQ- 2K#/BK(K "k A)Q = 2K#/BK(Ap) #v G2KK 8XRX
ai2T k, bbmK2 i?i K Bb }MBi2v ;2M2`i2/ Qp2` k M/ H2i V := {v1, . . . , vn} #2
 b2T`iBM; i`Mb+2M/2M+2 #bBb Qp2` k (R9- *?T o 8- ȜRe- h?2Q`2K 8)X LQiB+2 i?2M
i?i K "k A $= K "k(V ) A[V ]S- r?2`2 S := k[V ] \ 0X G2i Q"S := Q #A[V ]S M/ MQiB+2
i?i p = Q" # AX aQ- #v ai2T R-
2K#/BK(K "k A)Q = 2K#/BK((A[V ]S)Q"S) = 2K#/BK(A[V ]Q").
"v h?2Q`2K 8X8- 2K#/BK(A[V ]Q") = 2K#/BK(Ap) + ?i(
Q"
p[V ]
)X aBM+2 K Bb H;2#`B+
Qp2` k(V )- i?2M K "k(V )
A[V ]S
p[V ]S



























ai2T j, bbmK2 K Bb M `#Bi``v b2T`#H2 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 kX h?2M- #v
G2KK 8Xk- i?2`2 2tBbib  }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ E Q7 k +QMiBM2/ BM K
bm+? i?i 2K#/BK(K "k A)Q = 2K#/BK(E "k A)P - M/ ?i(
Q
K "k p
) = ?i( P
E "k p
)-
r?2`2 P := Q # (E "k A) M/ p = P # AX aBM+2  bm#@2ti2MbBQM Q7  b2T`#H2 }2H/
Bb b2T`#H2 (R9- *?T S- Ȝd- S`QTQbBiBQM R) M/ #v ai2T k- r2 ?p2




>2M+2- 2K#/BK(K "k A)Q = 2K#/BK(Ap) + ?i(
Q
K "k p
)X LQr- bBM+2 K Bb b2T`#H2
M/ K "k A Bb LQ2i?2`BM- K "k !A(p) Bb `2;mH` M/ i?2`27Q`2
2K#/BK
!














+QKTH2iBM; i?2 T`QQ7 Q7 i?2 i?2Q`2KX !
*Q`QHH`v 8XN U(j- *Q`QHH`v 9X8)V ǳG2i K #2  b2T`#H2 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 k M/
A  k@H;2#` bm+? i?i K "k A Bb LQ2i?2`BMX G2i Q #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 K "k A rBi?
q := Q # AX h?2M,
+Q/BK(K "k A)Q = +Q/BK(Aq).
AM T`iB+mH`- K "k A Bb `2;mH` B7 M/ QMHv B7 A Bb `2;mH`XǴ
S`QQ7X *QK#BM2 h?2Q`2K 8X3 rBi? 1[miBQM kXyXRX !
8d
L2ti- r2 MMQmM+2 M/ T`Qp2 i?2 Hbi KBM i?2Q`2K Q7 i?Bb b2+iBQMX
h?2Q`2K 8XRy U(j- h?2Q`2K 8XR)V ǳG2i A M/ B #2 irQ k@H;2#`b bm+? i?i A"k
B Bb LQ2i?2`BM M/ H2i Q #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 A"kB rBi? p := Q#A M/ q := Q#BX
bbmK2 !B(q) Bb b2T`#H2 Qp2` kX h?2M,
2K#/BK(A"k B)Q = 2K#/BK(Ap) + 2K#/BK(Bq) + ?i(
Q
p"k B + A"k q
)








r?2`2 S = {a"k b | a & A \ p, b & B \ q}XǴ
S`QQ7X P#b2`p2 i?i
?i( Q
p"k B + A"k q
) = ?i( QS











p"k B + A"k q
)
b !A(p) "k !B(q) Bb `2;mH` #v i?2 7+ib i?i A "k B Bb LQ2i?2`BM M/ !B(q) Bb
b2T`#H2X aQ- i?2`2 Bb MQ ?`K iQ bbmK2 i?i (A,m) M/ (B, n) `2 HQ+H k@H;2#`b
bm+? A"k B Bb LQ2i?2`BM- !B(n) Bb  b2T`#H2 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 k- M/ Q Bb  T`BK2
B/2H Q7 A"k B rBi? Q # A = m M/ Q # B = nc M/- b b22M #Qp2- Bi Bb 2MQm;? iQ
b?Qr i?2 }`bi 2[mHBivX
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LQiB+2 }`bi i?i Q
A"k n
Bb  T`BK2 Q7 A"k B
A"k n
$= A "k !B(n)X "v G2KK 8Xk-
i?2`2 2tBbib  }MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ E Q7 k +QMiBM2/ BM !B(n) bm+? i?i
Q
A%kn
= P (A "k !B(n))- r?2`2 P = QA%kn # (A "k E)X G2i v̄1, . . . , v̄t #2  b2T`iBM;
i`Mb+2M/2M+2 #bBb Q7 E % k(n) = Bn Qp2` k- 7Q` bQK2 v1, . . . , vt & BX aBM+2 v̄1, . . . , v̄t
`2 H;2#`B+HHv BM/2T2M/2Mi Qp2` k BM !B(n)- v1, . . . , vt `2 H;2#`B+HHv BM/2T2M/2Mi
Qp2` k BM BX a2i T = {v1, . . . , vt} M/ T̄ := {v̄1, . . . , v̄t}X h?2`27Q`2- k[T ] $= k[T̄ ]-
k(T ) $= k(T̄ ) M/ A[T ] $= A[T̄ ]X L2ti- MQiB+2 i?i A "k E $= A[T ]S "k(T ) E- r?2`2
S = k[T ] \ 0X LQr- P "S = QA%kn #A[T ]S = P #A[T ]S 7Q` bQK2 T`BK2 B/2H P
" Q7 A[T ]X
1pB/2MiHv (m"k!B(n)) # A[T ]S = m[T ]S M/ i?i P " # A = mX LQiB+2 7m`i?2` i?i
E Bb M H;2#`B+ b2T`#H2 2ti2MbBQM }2H/ Q7 k(T )X q?2M+2- #v bBKBH` `;mK2Mib Q7






























A[T ]S "k(T ) nS
= P "S(A[T ]S "k(T ) !B(n)) QS
A[T ]S!k(T )nS
= (P "S "k(T ) !B(n)) QS
A[T ]S!k(T )nS
$= (P "S "k(T ) !BS(nS)) QS
A[T ]S!k(T )nS
.
>2M+2- QSQS = (P "S "k(T ) BS + A[T ]S "k(T ) nS)QS X "v G2KK 8XR-
2K#/BK(A"k B)Q = 2K#/BK(A[T ]S "k(T ) BS)QS
= 2K#/BK(A[T ]S)P "S + 2K#/BK(BS)nS
= 2K#/BK(A[T ]P ") + 2K#/BK(B).
"v h?2Q`2K 8X8- 2K#/BK(A[T ]P ") = 2K#/BK(A) + ?i( P
"
m[T ])X 6m`i?2`- #v i?2 rv Q7
b2H2+iBM; E #v G2KK 8Xk-
?i( Q




m[T ]"k(T ) !B(n)
) = ?i( P








Bb  ~i BMi2;`H 2ti2MbBQM UbBM+2 E Bb H;2#`B+ Qp2` k(T )V- ?i( P






2K#/BK(A"k B)Q = 2K#/BK(A) + 2K#/BK(B) + ?i(
Q
m"kB + A"k n
).
ey
+QKTH2iBM; i?2 T`QQ7X !
*Q`QHH`v 8XRR U(j- *Q`QHH`v 8Xk)V ǳG2i A M/ B #2 irQ k@H;2#`b bm+? i?i A"k
B Bb LQ2i?2`BM M/ H2i Q #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 A"kB rBi? p := Q#A M/ q := Q#BX
bbmK2 !B(q) Bb b2T`#H2 Qp2` kX h?2M,
+Q/BK(A"k B)Q = +Q/BK(Ap) + +Q/BK(Bq).
AM T`iB+mH`- B7 B Bb `2bB/mHHv b2T`#H2- i?2M A"k B Bb `2;mH` B7 M/ QMHv B7 bQ `2
A M/ BXǴ
S`QQ7X *QK#BM2 S`QTQbBiBQM kXR rBi? h?2Q`2K 8XRyX !
*Q`QHH`v 8XRk U(j- *Q`QHH`v 8X9)V ǳG2i k #2 M H;2#`B+HHv +HQb2/ }2H/- A 
}MBi2Hv ;2M2`i2/ k@H;2#`- m  KtBKH B/2H Q7 A- M/ B M `#Bi``v k@H;2#`X
G2i Q #2  T`BK2 B/2H Q7 A"k B bm+? i?i m = Q # A M/ b2i q := Q # BX h?2M,
+Q/BK(A"k B)Q = +Q/BK(Am) + +Q/BK(Bq).Ǵ
eR
_161_1L*1a
(R) GX GX p`KQpX 6Hi KQ`T?BbKb Q7 +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQMbX aQpB2i Ji?X .QFHX Re
URNd8V- R9Rj@R9RdX
(k) JX 6X iBv? M/ AX :X J+/QMH/- AMi`Q/m+iBQM iQ *QKKmiiBp2 H;2#`- q2bi@
pB2r S`2bb- RNeNX
(j) aX "Qm+?B# M/ aX E##D- 1K#2//BM; /BK2MbBQM M/ +Q/BK2MbBQM Q7 i2MbQ`
T`Q/m+ib Q7 H;2#`b Qp2`  }2H/X _BM;b-SQHvMQKBHb- M/ JQ/mH2b- TTX 8j@dd-
aT`BM;2`- L2r uQ`F- kyRdX
(9) aX GM;- H;2#`- :`/mi2 h2tib BM Ji?2KiB+b- aT`BM;2`- L2r uQ`F- kyykX
(8) .X 6X M/2`bQM- X "QmpB2`- .X 1X .Q##b- JX 6QMiM- M/ aX E##D- PM Cz`/
/QKBMb- 1tTQX Ji?X e UkV URN33V R98ĜRd8X
(e) 1X "biB/ M/ _X :BHK2`- Pp2``BM;b M/ /BpBbQ`BH B/2Hb Q7 `BM;b Q7 i?2 7Q`K
D +M - JB+?B;M Ji?X CX ky URNdjV dNĜN8X
(d) aX "Qm+?B#- .X 1X .Q##b- M/ aX E##D- PM i?2 T`BK2 B/2H bi`m+im`2 Q7 i2MbQ`
T`Q/m+ib Q7 H;2#`b- CX Sm`2 TTHX H;2#` Rde UkyykV 3NĜRRkX
ek
(3) aX "Qm+?B#- CX *QM/2@G;Q- M/ CX JD/b- *Q?2M@J+mHv- :Q`2Mbi2BM- +QK@
TH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQM M/ `2;mH` /272+i 7Q` i?2 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 H;2#`b- S`2T`BMi
3`sBp,R8RkXyk3y94
(N) aX "Qm+?B#- 6X :B`QHKB M/ aX E##D- h?2 /BK2MbBQM Q7 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7
6@`BM;b- TTX R9RĜR89- G2+im`2 LQi2b BM Sm`2 TTHX Ji?X- oQHX R38- .2FF2`-
L2r uQ`F- RNNdX
(Ry) aX "Qm+?B#- 6X :B`QHKB M/ aX E##D- h?2 /BK2MbBQM Q7 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7
k@H;2#`b `BbBM; 7`QK TmHH#+Fb- CX Sm`2 TTHX H;2#` Rjd URNNNV Rk8ĜRj3X
(RR) aX "Qm+?B# M/ aX E##D- h2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 *Q?2M@J+mHv `BM;bX aQHmiBQM
iQ  T`Q#H2K Q7 :`Qi?2M/B2+F- CX H;2#` k8k UkyykV e8ĜdjX
(Rk) aX "Qm+?B# M/ aX E##D- _2;mH`Biv Q7 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 k@H;2#`b- Ji?X
a+M/X RR8 URV UkyR9V 8ĜRNX
(Rj) LX "Qm`#FB- H;ĕ#`2- *?TBi`2b RĜj- JbbQM- S`Bb- RNdRX
(R9) LX "Qm`#FB- H;ĕ#`2- *?TBi`2b 9Ĝd- JbbQM- S`Bb- RN3RX
(R8) LX "Qm`#FB- H;ĕ#`2 *QKKmiiBp2- *?TBi`2b 3ĜN- JbbQM- S`Bb- RN3RX
(Re) X "QmpB2`- .X 1X .Q##b- M/ JX 6QMiM- lMBp2`bHHv +i2M`BM BMi2;`H /Q@
KBMb- /pX BM Ji?X dk UkV URN33V kRRĜkj3X
(Rd) CX "`2r2`- SX JQMi;QK2`v- 1X _mii2` M/ qX >2BMx2`- E`mHH /BK2MbBQM Q7 TQHv@
MQKBH `BM;b- TTX keĜ98- G2+im`2 LQi2b BM Ji?X- oQHX jRR- aT`BM;2`- "2`HBM- RNdjX
ej
(R3) CX qX "`2r2` M/ 1X X _mii2`- D + M +QMbi`m+iBQMb rBi? ;2M2`H Qp2``BM;b-
JB+?B;M Ji?X CX kj URNdeV jjĜ9kX
(RN) qX "`mMb M/ CX >2`xQ;- *Q?2M@J+mHv `BM;b- *K#`B/;2 lMBp2`bBiv S`2bb-
*K#`B/;2- RNNjX
(ky) >X *`iM M/ aX1BH2M#2`;- >QKQHQ;B+H H;2#`- S`BM+2iQM lMBp2`bBiv S`2bb-
RN8eX
(kR) .X 1Bb2M#m/- *QKKmiiBp2 H;2#` rBi?  pB2r iQr`/ H;2#`B+ ;2QK2i`v- :hJ-
pQHX R8y- aT`BM;2`@o2`H;- L2r uQ`F- RNN8X
(kk) .X 62``M/- JQMQKQ`T?BbK2b 2i KQ`T?BbK2b #bQHmK2Mi THib- "mHHX aQ+X Ji?X
6`M+2 Ryy URNdkV NdĜRk3X
(kj) JX 6QMiM M/ aX E##D- 1bb2MiBH /QKBMb M/ irQ +QMD2+im`2b BM /BK2MbBQM
i?2Q`v- S`Q+X K2`X Ji?X aQ+X Rjk UNV Ukyy9V k8kNĜk8j8X
(k9) X :`Qi?2M/B2+F- 1HûK2Mib /2 ;ûQKûi`B2 H;û#`B[m2- AMbiBimi /2b >mi2b 1im/2b
a+BX Sm#HX Ji?X LQX k9- "m`2b@bm`@vp2ii2- RNe8X
(k8) >X >;?B;?B- JX hQmbB- M/ aX ubb2KB- h2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 H;2#`b Qp2`  }2H/-
BM, ǳ*QKKmiiBp2 H;2#`X LQ2i?2`BM M/ MQM@LQ2i?2`BM T2`bT2+iBp2b-Ǵ TTX
R3RĜkyk- aT`BM;2`- L2r uQ`F- kyRRX
(ke) *X >mM2F2 M/ .X X CQ`;2Mb2M- avKK2i`v BM i?2 pMBb?BM; Q7 1ti Qp2` :Q`2M@
bi2BM `BM;b- Ji?X a+M/X Nj UkV UkyyjV ReRĜR39X
(kd) hX >mM;2`7Q`/- H;2#`- aT`BM;2`@o2`H;- L2r uQ`F- RNd9X
e9
(k3) SX Cz`/- h?ûQ`B2 /2 H /BK2MbBQM /Mb H2b MM2mt /2 TQHvMƬK2b- JûKX a+X
Ji?X- R9e- :mi?B2`@oBHH`b- S`Bb URNeyVX
(kN) .X X CQ`;2Mb2M- PM i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 `BM;b M/ 2ti2MbBQM +QMD2+im`2b- CX *QK@
KmiX H;2#` R U9V UkyyNV ej8Ĝe9eX
(jy) AX ETHMbFv- *QKKmiiBp2 `BM;b- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 *?B+;Q S`2bb- *?B+;Q- RNd9X
(jR) CX JD/b- PM i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 +QKTH2i2 BMi2`b2+iBQMb- "mHHX GQM/X Ji?X aQ+X
98 UeV UkyRjV Rk3RĜRk39X
(jk) >X JibmKm`- *QKKmiiBp2 `BM; i?2Q`v- *K#`B/;2 lMBp2`bBiv S`2bb- *K@
#`B/;2- RN3eX
(jj) JX L;i- GQ+H `BM;b- _Q#2`i 1X E`B2;2` Sm#HBb?BM; *QX- >mMiBM;iQM- LXuX-
RNd8X
(j9) .X :X LQ`i?+Qii M/ .X _22b- 1ti2MbBQMb M/ bBKTHB}+iBQMb Q7 i?2 i?2Q`v Q7
`2;mH` HQ+H `BM;b- CX GQM/QM Ji?X aQ+X jk URN8dV jedĜjd9X
(j8) CX CX _QiKM- M BMi`Q/m+iBQM iQ ?QKQHQ;B+H H;2#`- a2+QM/ 2/BiBQM- lMBp2`bB@
i2ti- aT`BM;2`- L2r uQ`F- kyyNX
(je) _XuX a?`T- aBKTHB}+iBQMb BM i?2 i?2Q`v Q7 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 }2H/ 2ti2MbBQMb-
CX GQM/QM Ji?X aQ+X R8 URNddV 93Ĝ8yX
(jd) _XuX a?`T- h?2 /BK2MbBQM Q7 i?2 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 irQ }2H/ 2ti2MbBQMb- "mHHX
GQM/QM Ji?X aQ+X N URNddV 9kĜ93X
e8
(j3) _XuX a?`T- h?2 2z2+i QM bbQ+Bi2/ T`BK2 B/2Hb T`Q/m+2/ #v M 2ti2MbBQM Q7
i?2 #b2 }2H/- Ji?X a+M/X j3 URNdeV 9jĜ8kX
(jN) JX 1X ar22/H2`- q?2M Bb i?2 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 H;2#`b HQ+H\ S`Q+X K2`X Ji?X
aQ+X 93 URNd8V 3ĜRyX
(9y) JX hQmbB M/ aX ubb2KB- h2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 bQK2 bT2+BH `BM;b- CX H;2#` ke3
UkyyjV edkĜedeX
(9R) SX oKQb- PM i?2 KBMBKH T`BK2 B/2Hb Q7  i2MbQ` T`Q/m+i Q7 irQ }2H/b- Ji?X
S`Q+X *K#X S?BHX aQ+X 39 URNd3V k8Ĝj8X
(9k) X_X q/brQ`i?- h?2 E`mHH /BK2MbBQM Q7 i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7 +QKKmiiBp2 H;2@
#`b Qp2`  }2H/- CX GQM/QM Ji?X aQ+X RN URNdNV jNRĜ9yRX
(9j) EX qiM#2- hX Ab?BFr- aX h+?B#M- M/ EX PibmF- PM i2MbQ` T`Q/m+ib Q7
:Q`2Mbi2BM `BM;b- CX Ji?X EvQiQ lMBpX N URNeNV 9RjĜ9kjX




Ç LK2, 6BbH #/mHxBx amrvvB/X
Ç LiBQMHBiv, am/BX
Ç .i2 Q7 "B`i?, k3fefRNN9X
Ç 1KBH, 7BbHbmrvvB/!?QiKBHX+QK X
Ç S2`K2MMi //`2bb, "mBH/BM; ddNR- H@_#r? /Bbi`B+i- ke8kk@98ed- hB7- am/B
`#B
Ç "+?2HQ` /2;`22 BM Ji?2KiB+b 7`QK EBM; 6?/ lMBp2`bBiv Q7 S2i`QH2mK M/
JBM2`HbX
Ç "+?2HQ` /2;`22 BM 1H2+i`B+H 1M;BM22`BM; 7`QK EBM; 6?/ lMBp2`bBiv Q7
S2i`QH2mK M/ JBM2`HbX
